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ABSTRACT 

 

Advances in molecular dynamics (MD) simulation methodologies have enabled 

researchers to explore the conformational spaces of biological macromolecules more 

efficiently and quickly. Specifically, the development of enhanced sampling techniques 

has provided researchers with well-converged conformational ensembles of small 

macromolecules. It has been shown that converged simulations of small ribonucleic acids 

(RNA) such as tetranucleotides result in the population of experimentally unknown 

conformations, indicating RNA force field artifacts. However, although being imperfect, 

the current RNA force fields have also been useful in characterizing the varied 

interactions of ions and ligands with RNA. In this thesis, we analyze conformational 

ensembles of dinucleotide monophosphates generated with different force fields and 

water models with the aim of pinpointing force field problems. We also utilize the current 

force fields to demonstrate the preferential potassium binding to a buried ion-binding site 

in a ribosomal RNA molecule known as GTPase Associating Center (GAC) and also to 

elucidate an ion-dependent step in its unfolding pathway. We further show magnesium-

independency of binding of a crystallographic 2-benzimidazole ligand to the Internal 

Ribosome Entry Site (IRES) of Hepatitis C virus (HCV), using MD simulations and 

docking. Our strategy is to assess simulation results with existing experimental data, and 

then also use simulation results to increase insight into RNA interactions and folding. 

These methods allow us to identify deficiencies of some current RNA force fields. 
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CHAPTER 1 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Scope of the presented research 

There are limitations in experimental approaches in investigating the structure and 

dynamics of biological macromolecules and their interactions with drugs. Not all 

molecules can be easily crystallized to be studied using X-ray crystallography. Also when 

crystallization is done successfully, the crystal structures are not always high resolution, 

and it is difficult to identify interacting ions and water residues at certain resolutions (1-

3). Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), as another powerful structural biology 

technique, has its own molecular size limitations (4) and might lead to ambiguous results 

in certain chemical exchange regimes (5).  On the other hand, theoretical simulations aim 

to answer questions that cannot be investigated by these and other experimental methods. 

Among the simulation methods, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations can potentially 

provide detailed descriptions about the structure and dynamics of macromolecules and 

their interactions with ligands at an atomistic resolution. With continuing advances in 

MD simulation quality and rapidly increasing computational power, it is estimated that 

atomistic description of ligand binding to relatively large macromolecules will be 

possible in the coming decade although D.E. Shaw is more optimistic about the speed of 

the simulations in near future (6).  

The focus of the research presented in this dissertation is to analyze the ability of MD 
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simulations to reveal structure and dynamics details of ribonucleic acids (RNA) and their 

interactions with ions and drugs. We start with investigating the conformational 

distributions and intra-molecular interactions of RNA dinucleotides (Chapter 2) as very 

small systems. We study such small RNA sequences to highlight the basic atomistic 

interactions that govern the conformational attributes of RNA molecules and to pinpoint 

the interactions that need to be tweaked to improve the reliability of the current models. 

Then, we apply the contemporary simulation technology to probe the role of ion 

interactions in unfolding pathway of a large ribosomal RNA (Chapters 3 and 4, 

respectively), and validate the results with existing experimental data. We also question 

and discuss a hypothesis about interdependence of ion binding and drug binding to an 

RNA drug target using molecular dynamics and docking approaches (Chapter 5).  

Molecular dynamics and docking simulations of RNA have become more significant 

from a drug design viewpoint as the need for RNA -targeting medicines is increasing (7). 

Viral RNA genomes and the translation apparatus in HIV, HCV, and Zika viruses as well 

as the bacterial ribosomal RNA are interesting drug targets that might help with efficient 

treatment of related diseases (7,8). Having reliable models that reproduce correct RNA 

conformational populations and predict RNA-drug interactions in biological conditions 

can significantly help with reducing the drug design cost and improving the efficacy of 

future medicines.          

 

1.2 Challenges in RNA simulations 

Unfortunately, MD simulations have not evolved for RNA molecules as they have for 

proteins. The availability of enormous computational resources has enabled researches, to 

calculate the population of inaccurate conformations in fully-converged simulations for 
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some small RNA systems in recent years. For example, the GACC tetranucleotide has 

been shown to adopt experimentally unknown intercalated and inverted conformations in 

large populations in MD simulations using different force fields (9-11). The CCCC 

tetranucleotide which adopts an A-form conformation according to NMR experiments 

(12), populates two experimentally unknown conformations in the fully converged 

simulations (10). The UUCG tetraloop also adopts ladder-shaped structures in 

simulations at low temperatures which are also low population in experiment (10). The 

GAGA tetraloop is shown to populate a nonnative structure in which all purine bases 

stack on top of each other and also some single-stranded structures with high population 

of interaction between the 2’ hydroxyl and phosphate nonbridging oxygen (13). The 

UUCG, GCAA and CUUG tetraloops are reported to fold to their hyperstable in 

molecular dynamics simulations using new force field parameters developed by Chen and 

Garcia, although these tetraloops failed to fold with the standard Amber force fields (14). 

A recent work reports that none of the state-of-the-art force fields can elucidate the 

folding of GAGA tetraloop (13).   

There are different reasons that make RNA simulations particularly challenging. One 

reason is the complexity of RNA conformational space compared to protein. Part of this 

complexity comes from having many rotatable dihedral bonds per residue in RNA 

compared to few in proteins (Figure 1.1). Accordingly, few major secondary structure 

protein conformations can be described with locations on a simple two-dimensional 

Ramachandran plot with Φ and Ψ dihedral values as each dimension. In contrast, in a 

study performed in 2008, each RNA dinucleotide unit within the experimentally known 

RNA structures were classified into 46 conformational suites based on its position on a 

seven-dimension dihedral space including δ, ε, ζ of the preceding residue and α, β, γ and 
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δ of the following residue (15). Furthermore, adding different configurations of the 

glycosidic bond in each nucleotide adds to the roughness of the conformational surface. 

The interdependence of these dihedral angles and the effect of atomistic nonbonded 

interaction on their configurations make it difficult to provide force field parameters that 

lead to accurate reproduction of real conformations in realistic relative populations. 

The amphipathic nature of nucleic acids, which is resulted by negatively charged 

backbone phosphates on one hand and the hydrophobic bases on the other, contributes to 

the formation of their conformations. This fact highlights the importance of solvent and 

ion interactions in real nucleic acid samples, as certain conformations only exist in certain 

solvent/ion conditions. Therefore, correct and balance representation of these interactions 

in simulations is extremely important and determining. Computationally cheaper implicit 

solvent models, which have been used in protein simulations with acceptable reliability, 

are not as reliable in nucleic acid simulations (9,16). Also it has been shown that using 

different water models can significantly shift the RNA conformational distribution (17).   

Folding of RNA causes accumulation of negative electrostatic charges on backbone 

phosphates in relatively small space, which should be neutralized by cations to provide 

stability for any nucleic acid conformation. This makes the solution RNA structure so 

sensitive to the ionic strength of its environment (18). Regarding the importance of ion-

RNA interactions, one would expect that the correct parameterization of ions as well as 

the RNA atomic partial charges have determining roles in quality of simulations (19,20). 

There are different models presented divalent ions (21-24), which of course, have 

important roles in RNA conformational stability, folding and ligand interactions and will 

be discussed in the following chapters. Each of these ion models has been parameterized 

to reproduce some aspects of the ion interactions and different ions models are even 
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compatible with certain solvent representations (25); and therefore, there is no universal 

answer to the question of ion model choice in RNA simulations although such choice can 

potentially have a great effect on the resulting model accuracy.  

 

1.3 Current perspectives for assessment and improvement  

of RNA simulations 

MD simulations have two major limitations. One reason is the lack of sufficient 

sampling. Short MD simulations do not sample the energy surface well enough to find 

conformations separated from the initial conformation with high energy barriers. The 

highest MD integration time step used in atomistic MD simulations of biological 

molecules with hydrogen mass repartitioning is 4 fs (26,27), and so with the state-of-the-

art hardware technology (NVIDIA K80 GPUs), we can reach 448 ns per day of sampling 

for a dinucleotide monophosphate system in explicit water molecules with total of 3301 

atoms. In contrast, the folding of RNA takes place on the millisecond to second time 

scale (28) and magnesium interaction with ATP has an exchange rate of 2.5 ms in-vitro 

(29). The gap between the simulation timescale and the folding timescale shows that 

complete sampling of the conformational space of a typical RNA molecule and its 

interactions with ions and ligands with straight MD simulation is not possible with the 

current hardware technology.  

The other source of error in MD simulations is the inaccuracy of the force field 

parameters. According to a definition by M.A. Gonzalez, “a force field is a mathematical 

expression describing the dependence of the energy of a system on the coordinates of its 

particles” (30). The ideal parameters used in this expression would enable correct 

representation of potential energy of a system according to every set of atomic 
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coordinates. Therefore, any change in the force field parameters can potentially lead to 

major changes in the energetic surface of the system; and an inaccurate force field will 

result in generating wrong conformations and/or correct conformations in wrong relative 

populations with respect to the real system.  

Development of enhanced sampling methods such as Replica-Exchange Molecular 

Dynamics (REMD) (31) and accelerated Molecular Dynamics (aMD) (32) together with 

accessing petascale computational resources have allowed us to study converged 

conformational ensembles of small RNA sequences in recent years (33). The ability to 

perform such extensive sampling has enabled us to assess the reliability of simulations in 

absence of the sampling problem at least for smaller systems. In fact, an unrealistic 

conformational distribution found in converged simulations of these systems can be 

indicative of force field problems. Therefore, a feasible current approach toward 

assessment of RNA simulations is to study conformational distributions of smaller RNA 

systems in converged simulations with regard to the available experimental data. The 

research presented here aims to follow this theme with generating and studying 

converged simulations of dinucleotide monophosphates and analyzing the effects of 

different force field parameters on the conformational distributions. It also tries to 

demonstrate the ability of the current RNA simulation protocols in answering questions 

about folding and ligand interactions of larger RNA systems and provide evidence from 

the available experimental data to analyze the reliability of these simulations.  
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Figure 1.1. The structure of a dinucleotide monophosphate (CpA) in an A-form 
conformation is represented with atom names according to the standard nomenclature. 
Dashed lines represent rotatable dihedral angles with matching color Latin letter names. 
Each dihedral angle is made with connections between four atoms.  



CHAPTER 2 

 

CONSENSUS CONFORMATIONS OF DINUCLEOTIDE MONOPHOSPHATES 

DESCRIBED WITH WELL-CONVERGED MOLECULAR DYNAMICS 

SIMULATIONS 

 

The research about dinucleotide monophosphates has been designed by Hamed S. 

Hayatshahi and Thomas E. Cheatham, III. Simulations and analysis are performed by H. 

S. Hayatshahi. The text is written and edited by Hamed S. Hayatshahi and Thomas E. 

Cheatham, III.  

 

2.1 Introduction 

RNA molecules have crucial biological functions which are progressively being 

revealed. These functions include but are not limited to transferring the genetic code, 

contributing in the protein synthesis machinery and enzymatic activity. Many of these 

biological roles rely on adopting specific conformations and dynamics on certain 

timescales that facilitate intermolecular and intramolecular interactions required for the 

varied roles of RNA (34,35). These interactions range from local atomistic interactions 

between neighboring nucleotides to long-range interactions in larger tertiary structures. 

Understanding local atomistic interactions between neighboring nucleotides in RNA can 

provide insight into formation of conformations adopted by larger sequences as subsets of 
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different local motifs; the smallest RNA sequence unit is dinucleotide monophosphates 

(DNMPs), and here we analyze the conformational diversity of DNMPs with a variety of 

force fields.  

The conformational distribution of DNMPs and their sequence specific structural 

dependencies are described in many experimental studies (36-42). For example, various 

nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) studies have fit the data with an equilibrium of 

different conformational states (36). In one of these studies, proton NMR was utilized to 

analyze the structures of ApA, ApG, UpU, CpC, UpC and CpU (37). This study 

described the major conformations by identifying the ζXp- and α-pX torsions made by 

phosphodiester connections (traditionally named as ω1 and ω2.(36,37)). Xp- and -pX are 

used for the 5’ and 3’ end residues, respectively) as flexible dihedral torsions, which 

cause different orientations between bases. Accordingly, they proposed two stacked 

conformations and an extended conformation for DNMPs. One of the stacked 

conformations has the properties of the A-form RNA with g(-)-g(-) combination for ζXp- 

and α-pX, while the other is a left helical stacked conformation with g(+)-g(+) ζXp- and α-

pX combination. They also qualitatively described the sugar puckering at each nucleotide 

and its relationship to the base identity, stacking and temperature.  

Another NMR study has proposed properties of A-form RNA for ApA and estimated 

the backbone dihedrals by measuring phosphorus-proton spin-spin couplings (38). In 

contrast, a crystal structure study suggested two distinct conformations for UpA, both of 

which are different from the A-form conformation.(39,40) One of these conformations is 

an unstacked extended form with g(-)-t combination of ζXp- and α-pX, and the other is a 

stacked form with g(+)-g(+) combination. These conformations are different from the g(-

)-g(-) combination which is usually found in the double helical A-form (41). However, 
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both of these conformations share the C3’-endo sugar conformation and the anti 

configuration for the glycosidic bond as preferred in the A-form RNA. A more recent 

study has measured NMR scalar spin-spin couplings (J-coupling) for many dihedral 

angles in ApA, ApC, CpA and CpC.(42) However, calculation of the dihedral angles 

from this J-coupling data depends on the choice of the specific Karplus equations(43-46); 

this study used an average of these equations (42).  

There are also experimental studies attempting to measure the stacking free energies 

of DNMPs (37,47,48). These results can potentially be used to roughly describe 

conformations of DNMPs and assess DNMP simulations as done in a recent theoretical 

study by R.F. Brown et al. (49). However, there are few uncertainties that should be 

considered in this approach. One uncertainty comes from having different stacking values 

that are generated via different experimental approaches. For example, the stacking free 

energies obtained by D. Frechet et al. (37) via UV absorbance during thermal melting 

differs significantly from those reported by C. Lee et al. (48) via an NMR approach based 

on the sugar-related coupling constants (37,48). Also interpreting the experimental data 

with a simple two-state model to describe the DNMP conformations as either “stacked” 

or “unstacked” is likely an inaccurate assumption as multiple states are likely populated 

(50). For example, the ζg(+)-αg(+) conformation results in a stacked conformation in UpA 

which is a markedly different from the stacked A-form conformation (39,40). Also 

proposing any definition that distinguishes between the stacked and unstacked population 

in the simulation ensembles should be done with caution because the arbitrary distance or 

angle cutoffs used in such definition might not be consistent with the observations from a 

given experimental study.  

Dinucleotides have also been studied with a bioinformatics approach by Richardson 
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et al. (15) where the available high resolution RNA structures were mined for different 

dihedral torsion combinations of δεζαβγδ in neighboring nucleotides (15). This analysis 

classified the dinucleotide structures into 46 sugar-to-sugar conformational “suites”. 

Although an outlier DNMP conformation that does not fit into these suite definitions is 

more likely to be unrealistic, it should be disregarded with caution because a free DNMP 

can potentially adopt conformations which are not frequently observed in the context of 

larger RNA sequences.  

In spite of many approaches to describe the conformations of DNMPs, some of their 

important conformational elements have been described only qualitatively with high 

uncertainty. For example, determining the orientation of the glycosidic bond has been 

challenging due to technical issues and therefore mostly qualitative interpretations of the 

data have emerged (36,37).  

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations can potentially provide more insight into the 

conformations of DNMPs with the assumption of utilizing accurate force fields and 

adequate amount of sampling from the conformational space. Building on previous MD 

simulation studies of DNMPs, we now investigate additional and different force fields 

and also aim to achieve full convergence in the simulations (42,49). Our recent work in 

using various enhanced sampling methods applied to RNA tetranucleotide simulations 

has improved the sampling efficiency to a level of very reasonable convergence between 

independent runs, measured both in terms of structural and dynamic properties, so that 

the observed conformational distributions closely represent the correct Boltzmann-

weighted populations for the specific force field studied (10,33). With sampling 

uncertainties eliminated, these simulations reveal anomalous or experimentally-unknown 

conformations with different force fields, a potential indication of force field problems 
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(9,10). To better understand the influence of different RNA force fields on the results, 

multiple different force field modifications were investigated. The includes to recent 

modifications to the traditional Amber ff99 (51) force field, including the parmbsc0 α/γ 

(52) and χOL3 (53) modifications (here referred to as ff14) and the Chen-Garcia 

modifications aimed to reduce base stacking (14). Although these decrease the base 

stacking interactions (14), they were found not to increase the experimentally known 

conformations in converged simulations of the GACC tetranucleotide (10). Another study 

has suggested new van der Waals parameters for phosphoric acid esters based on 

reproducing correct solvation energies (54). Those modifications were used in re-

parametrization of RNA phosphates and found to increase the experimentally observed 

NMR conformations of GACC and also decreased the anomalous conformations of 

CCCC to some extent in converged simulations (10). Also, the recent OPC (55) water 

model has been found to further improve the GACC and CCCC results compared to the 

more traditional TIP3P(56) model (17). In spite of the force field caveat that none of the 

currently available RNA force fields provide a completely accurate modeling of 

tetranucleotides and tetraloops, well-converged simulations can still broaden our insight 

into various possible conformations that can be adopted by DNMPs and their stabilizing 

interactions. Rough judgement about accuracy of the generated conformations in the 

simulation ensembles can be done with existing experimental data while more elaborate 

assessment might need further quantitative experimental evidence.   

Besides providing more insight into the DNMP conformations, simulations of 

DNMPs will also be helpful with optimizing the RNA force fields. DNMPs are the 

smallest sequences which encompass all RNA backbone dihedrals. The simplicity of 

these molecules, with fewer intramolecular interactions and degrees of freedom relative 
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to larger sequences, could facilitate better understanding of the role of each interaction in 

determining the DNMP conformations and their relative stability. This will potentially 

lead to identification of interactions and parameters that result in population of unwanted 

conformations. Even in the absence of essential experimental data for rigorous 

identification of unwanted DNMP conformations generated in simulations, 

conformational changes in these easy-to-converge simulations can be used for quick and 

computationally cheap assessment of any new force field modification and potentially 

prediction of its efficiency in simulations of larger RNA molecules. 

In this study, we first highlight the importance of simulation convergence by 

comparing the results of the relatively converged unbiased regular MD simulations of 

ApA with less than fully converged simulations from previous work (49). Then we utilize 

a protocol for fast convergence of DNMP conformational distributions using temperature 

replica-exchange MD (TREMD) as an enhanced sampling method. We apply this 

protocol to determine the converged conformational distributions of all 16 DNMPs with 

the Amber ff14 force field (ff99 (51) + parmbsc0 α/γ (52) + χOL3 (53) modifications) in 

TIP3P water. Distinct conformations generated for each DNMP in the simulation 

ensemble are identified and characterized in atomistic detail. We also test a selection of 

seven DNMPs with five other “water model / force field” combinations (i.e., TIP3P / 

ff14+vdWbb (54), TIP3P / ff99+Chen-Garcia (CG) (14), TIPS3P / CHARMM36 (57,58), 

OPC (55) / ff14, OPC (55) / ff14+vdWbb (54)) and compare the effect of OPC water 

model and the tested force fields on populations of conformations of these DNMPs. We 

also provide qualitative assessment for each DNMP conformation with respect to the 

sugar-to-sugar conformational suites (15). Finally, we investigate the atomistic 

interactions and force field parameters that lead to stabilization of each conformation. 
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2.2 Methods 

2.2.1 Simulations and scenarios 

The three categories of simulations done in this work are as summarized in Table 2.1. 

All simulations were done with one neutralizing Na+ and 5 NaCl (~150 mM) ions, except 

for one ApA run of the second category which was done with only the neutralizing Na+ to 

see if the excess ions affect the conformational distributions.  

First, ApA was simulated with regular MD independently in both TIP3P and TIP4P-

EW (59) water with a 2 fs integration time step using the ff14 force field (ff99 (51)+ 

parmbsc0 α/γ (52) + χOL3 (53) modifications). The ApA simulation in TIP3P water was 

repeated with a 4 fs integration time step using hydrogen mass repartitioning (HMR) 

(26,27) to see if HMR affects the conformational distributions. The straight MD 

simulations were done with three independent copies starting from the same ApA 

structures with randomized ion positions.  

Second, all 16 dinucleotide monophosphates (DNMPs) were simulated in explicit 

TIP3P water using ff14 force field (ff99 (51)+ parmbsc0 α/γ (52) + χOL3 (53) 

modifications) using temperature replica-exchange MD (TREMD). Seven DNMPs (ApA, 

ApC, CpA, CpC, UpU, GpG, ApG) were also simulated with 5 other force field 

combinations (i.e., TIP3P / ff14+vdWbb (54), TIP3P / ff99+Chen-Garcia (CG) (14), 

TIPS3P / CHARMM36 (57,58) , OPC (55) / ff14, OPC (55) / ff14+vdWbb (54)) using 

TREMD. Two independent runs of each TREMD simulation were performed starting 

from different DNMP structures and randomized ion positions for convergence and error 

analysis. All TREMD simulations in this work were performed with 4 fs integration time 

steps using hydrogen mass repartitioning (HMR) (26,27). 

Third, ApA was simulated using the same TREMD setup as in the second category in 
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TIP3P water with ff14 plus specific additional modifications or restraints. These 

simulations were performed to monitor the influence of specific force field parameter 

changes and altered atomistic interactions on the ApA conformational distribution.  

 

2.2.2. Model setup and equilibration 

 To set up the ApA simulations with regular MD, the ApA structure was built and 

solvated in cubic boxes of either 1066 TIP4P-EW (59) (MD-TIP4PEW) or 1075 TIP3P 

(56) (MD-TIP3P and MD-TIP3P-HMR) waters with each side set to 33 Å using tLEaP. 6 

Na+ and 5 Cl- ions with Joung-Cheatham parameters (25) were added to reach an excess 

NaCl concentration of about 150 mM to neutralize the system (49). The ff99 (51) force 

field with parmbsc0 α/γ (52) and χOL3 (53) (ff14) modifications were used to parameterize 

the DNMP atoms. The ions were relocated to random positions by swapping with random 

waters using CPPTRAJ (60) in AmberTools. The second and third copies of the 

simulations were prepared by rerandomizing the ion positions in the simulation box. 

Hydrogen mass repartitioning (HMR) was used in simulations run with 4 fs integration 

time steps (MD-TIP3P-HMR and all TREMD simulations) (26,27). Changing the atomic 

mass for HMR simulations were done with parmed.py in AmberTools on the nucleic 

acids only.  

TREMD-TIP3P-FF14 simulations were setup in a similar manner to the MD-TIP3P-

HMR simulations. However, the representative structure of a highly populated cluster 

from the MD-TIP3P simulations of ApA (inverted conformation) was used as the initial 

ApA structure for the second independent MD-TIP4PEW run. The initial structures of the 

second independent MD-TIP4PEW runs for other DNMPs were built manually by setting 

the torsions to values similar to the inverted ApA structure. The same initial structures for 
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each system were used in all TREMD simulations. In all TREMD simulations of all 

DNMPs, the simulation box size was changed such that the same number of waters 

(1075) fit in the initial simulation box. TREMD-OPC-FF14 simulations were set up 

similar to the MD-TIP4PEW simulations except that the OPC (55) water model was used. 

Joung-Cheatham ions parameters for TIP4P-EW water were used for ions in simulations 

with OPC water model.  

To setup the TREMD-TIP3P-VDW and TREMD-OPC-VDW simulations, after 

models were built using ff14 force field, parmed.py was used to set the radii of OP1 and 

OP2 atoms to 1.7493 Å, and also to set the radii of O3’ and O5’ atoms connected to 

phosphorus atom to 1.7718 Å.  

To setup TREMD-TIP3P-CG simulations, systems were built in tLEaP with the ff99 

(51) force field with modifications proposed by Chen and Garcia (14). The off-diagonal 

term between the base and water atoms were modified with parmed.py.  

TREMD-TIPS3P-C36 simulations were setup with building the DNMP structures in 

CHARMM36 and then converting the topology files to AMBER topology files using 

CHAMBER (61).  

TREMD-MOD simulations were setup consistent with the TREMD-TIP3P-FF14 

ApA simulations. The topology files were then changed with parmed.py. In TREMD-

MOD-O2’, the HO2’ atom was neutralized with transferring its electrostatic charge 

(0.4186) to O2’ atom in both residues changing the O2’ charge to -0.1953. In TREMD-

MOD-O5’, the HO5’ atom was neutralized with transferring its electrostatic charge 

(0.4295) to O5’ atom in both residues changing the O5’ charge to -0.1928. The setup for 

TREMD-REST simulations were done consistent with the TREMD-TIP3P-FF14 ApA 

simulations. The tLEaP, parmed.py, CPPTRAJ and CHARMM36 scripts that were used 
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to setup the systems are available in the Supporting Information.  

All models were equilibrated with the same protocol starting with 1000 steps of 

steepest descent minimization with 5 kcal/mol-Å2 positional restraints on DNMP heavy 

atoms. This was followed with 15 ps MD with the same positional restraints in NVT. 

Then 3 1000-steps steepest descent energy minimizations were performed with positional 

restraints of 2, 0.1 and 0 kcal/mol-Å2 on DNMP heavy atoms, respectively. Then 5 ps of 

MD were done with 1 kcal/mol-Å2 positional restraints on DNMP heavy atoms in NPT. 

This was followed by 1 ns MD with 0.5 kcal/mol-Å2 positional restraints on DNMP 

heavy atoms and then 1 ns MD with 0.5 kcal/mol-Å2 positional restraints on DNMP 

backbone heavy atoms and then 1 ns MD with no positional restraints, all in NPT. The 

integration time step was set to 1 fs in all MD steps except the last step which was done 

with 2 fs time step. Bonds to hydrogen atoms were constrained using SHAKE in all MD 

steps (62). Temperature was kept at 298.15 K with the weak-coupling algorithm (63) 

with 1 ps time constant in all MD steps. Periodic conditions and particle mesh Ewald 

(PME) with 8.0 Å cutoff and default parameters was applied to all steps (64). Simulations 

were done with pmemd.cuda of AMBER14 (65). 

 

2.2.3 Running unbiased Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations 

The production MD-TIP4PEW, MD-TIP3P, MD-TIP3P-HMR and MD-OPC 

simulations were initiated from the equilibrated structures and elongated for 5 µs, 8 µs, 

10 µs and 5 µs, respectively. At least 5 µs of simulation was found necessary to provide 

reasonable convergence (Figure 2.1). This was tested by monitoring the agreement 

between the conformational distributions and also via decrease in Kullback-Leibler 

divergence (33) (KLD) criteria between the two simulations. The MD-TIP3P and MD-
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TIP3P-HMR were simulated for longer to see equivalent results were obtained. These 

simulations were done in NPT and temperature of 298.15 K, using Langevin thermostat 

(66,67) with collision frequency of 5 ps-1 and pressure relaxation time of 5 ps. SHAKE 

was used to constrain hydrogen-involved bonds. Periodic boundary conditions and 

particle-mesh Ewald (PME) with 8.0 Å cutoff and default parameters was used. Frames 

were written to the trajectories every 10 ps. These simulations were done with 

pmemd.cuda of AMBER 14 (65). 

 

2.2.4 Running TREMD simulations 

The equilibrated structures at 298.15 K were used to initiate TREMD replicas at 

different temperatures. The replicas were spaced between 280.00 K and 396.40 K with an 

online tool, “http://folding.bmc.uu.se/remd” (68). Simulations were done with 18 replicas 

with temperatures set at 280.00, 286.04, 292.18, 298.41, 304.74, 311.17, 317.69, 324.31, 

331.03, 337.85, 344.79, 351.82, 358.97, 366.22, 373.59, 381.07, 388.67 and 396.40. This 

temperature ladder with 1 ps exchange attempt interval resulted in replica exchange 

probability of 20-30% for all simulations. The 4 fs integration time step facilitated by 

HMR was used for all TREMD runs. The temperature in each replica was controlled with 

Langevin thermostat with collision frequency of 2-1 ps. All TREMD simulations were 

done in NVT. Periodic boundary conditions and particle mesh Ewald (PME) with 8.0 Å 

cutoff and default parameters was used and simulations were performed with pmemd.MPI 

of AMBER 14 (65). Simulations were performed for ~500 ns per replica at which time all 

convergence criteria were satisfied. Roundtrips between the replicas were monitored to 

ensure that the replicas are, in fact, shuffling between all of the different temperatures.  

Additional TREMD-REST simulations were done with dihedral restraints to lock 
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related dihedral torsions into specified configuration ranges. In TREMD-REST-χ, 30 

kcal/mol-Å2 restraint was applied to the χ torsion of the 3’ adenine of ApA to keep it out 

of the high-anti region (-150< χ <-30). In TREMD-REST-PUCKER, 30 kcal/mol-Å2 

restraint was used for δ torsions of both adenine of ApA to lock the sugars at 3’-endo 

conformation. The MD input files and restraint definitions are provided in the Supporting 

Information. 

 

2.2.5 Simulation analysis 

All of the analyses were done using CPPTRAJ in AmberTools unless otherwise 

mentioned. The TREMD analyses were done at the 298.41 K replica as this is the closest 

to room temperature unless the objective was to compare with specific experimental data 

at other temperatures. To assess convergence of the simulations, the agreement between 

root mean squared deviations (RMSD) histograms of conformational distributions, the 

decrease in Kullback-Leibler divergence (KLD) between the principal component 

histograms from two independent runs (33), and also cluster populations versus time in 

each run were monitored. The A-form reference structures to which RMSD of 

coordinates were calculated, were prepared with DFT QM minimization of the 1a sugar-

to-sugar suite (15) of each DNMP with restraining backbone torsions at 6-311G* level 

(69,70) with Gaussian 09 (71).  

Clustering was done on the MD trajectories of TREMD runs at 298.41 K using the k-

means algorithm (72,73). Different clustering protocols were tried for each DNMP 

considering coordinates of different atoms and targeting different cluster numbers. 

Cluster trajectories were quantitatively and qualitatively analyzed in each attempt and 

protocols that resulted in the minimum number of clusters with the highest 
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conformational diversity were chosen as optimal clustering methods (Table 2.2).  

To calculate the stacking free energies, DNMP structures in each trajectory were 

classified as either stacked or unstacked based on the definition presented by Brown et al. 

al. (49). Accordingly, DNMP structures with minimum distance of 4 Å between any two 

heavy atoms of the bases, and minimum distance of 5 Å between the center of mass of 

two bases, and angles between the normal to two bases between 00 and 450 or 1350 and 

1800 were considered as stacked. Alternatively, structures that violate any of these criteria 

were counted as unstacked. Then the estimated free energies were calculated based on the 

relative populations with ΔG = -RT ln (Ps/Pu) equation in which Ps represents the stacked 

population and Pu represents the unstacked population. Sugar-to-sugar suites were 

assigned to the structures in simulation trajectories using suitname tool (15) and the 

results were analyzed using scripts generated in the lab. 

 

2.3 Results 

2.3.1 Simulation convergence 

We performed unbiased MD simulation for ApA in TIP3P water (8 µs of MD-TIP3P 

simulations), TIP3P water with hydrogen mass-repartitioning (10+ µs of MD-TIP3P-

HMR simulations), TIP4P-EW water (5 µs of MD-TIP4PEW simulations) and OPC 

water (5 µs of MD-OPC simulations), and each involved three independent sets of MD 

simulations with different initial conditions. The average mass-weighted heavy atom 

RMSD histograms of these three independent runs comparing the 2 fs and 4 fs integration 

time steps with TIP3P show very similar distributions, albeit not perfectly converged 

(Figure 2.1A). However, we note that the error bars (standard deviations between the 

three independent runs) are not very small either between the TIP3P runs with different 
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integration time steps or the runs with the different water models even after the ~5-10 

micro-seconds of simulation. Figure 2.1 shows the KLD for each of the first 10 principal 

component projections between two of the three simulations in each set of simulations. 

The first 10 principal component modes represent more than 90% of the motions in each 

simulation. The KLD curves start to flatten after 4 µs, however, they never completely 

flatten to zero which would suggest full convergence and agreement of the modes of 

motions between the two simulations (Figure 2.1). As an alternative indicator of 

convergence, analysis of the cluster populations from simulations clustered together with 

independent calculations of the clusters populations per simulations as a function of time 

suggests that the cluster populations fluctuate until even 11 µs of the ApA simulation in 

the TIP3P water with HMR (Figure 2.2). These observations suggest that these straight 

MD simulations are not well-converged even on the ~5-10 µs time scale. Table 2.3 also 

shows the stacking free energies of ApA for these runs according to the criteria defined 

by Brown et al. (49). The simulations in TIP4P-EW generated stacking energies much 

different from the previously reported values from MD simulations performed with the 

same conditions (-0.27 ± 0.05 vs. -1.64 ± 0.10 kcal/mol) (49). This suggests that the 

earlier simulations are not even close to convergence at the 1 µs of sampling length 

performed in the previous work. However, even at 1 µs sampling limit, the stacking 

energy in TIP4P-EW was -0.25 ± 0.13 kcal/mol which is still very different than the 

value reported in the work by Brown et al. (49) Beyond differences in sampling, this 

could be indicative of differences in the applied force fields or MD simulation protocols, 

noting that multiple AMBER force fields were investigated in preliminary work 

(unpublished) and none showed stacking values more favorable than ~1 kcal/mol.  

The ApA simulations in TIP3P water with and without hydrogen mass-repartitioning 
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(HMR) show very similar RMSD distributions (Figure 2.1A) and similar stacking free 

energies (Table 2.3) although better matching within the bounds of the standard 

deviations would be expected in more converged conditions. Based on the reasonable 

similarity between the standard and HMR MD simulations, we used HMR in all of our 

TREMD simulations to speed up the simulations. 

In contrast to the unbiased MD simulations, the TREMD simulations converged 

rather quickly. The KLD of the principal component histograms between two 

independent runs show little divergence by ~300-500 ns simulation time per replica 

(Figure 2.3). Accordingly, we used TREMD with HMR as a method for converging the 

conformational distributions of other DMNPs and with other water models and force 

fields.  

All of the DNMPs were simulated with 18 replicas in TREMD simulations in TIP3P 

water using the ff14 force field. We also used five other water model and force field 

combinations as described in the Methods for ApA, ApC, CpA, CpC, UpU, GpG and 

ApG.  

 

2.3.2 Structural properties of DNMPs in TREMD simulations 

We simulated all DNMPs with 18 replicas TREMD in TIP3P water using ff12 force 

field. We also used 5 other water model/force field scenarios described in the Methods 

for ApA, ApC, CpA, CpC, UpU, GpG and ApG to enrich the conformational ensembles 

and to assess the performance of each scenario in terms of shifting the conformational 

distributions. 
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2.3.2.1 Stacking free energies 

Table 2.4 summarizes the stacking free energies calculated from the 298.41 K replica 

based on the criteria defined by Brown et al. (49) In all of the tested DNMPs, Chen-

Garcia (CG) modifications to ff99 and CHARMM36 simulations result in less stacking 

compared to the other simulations. Additionally, the vdWbb modifications slightly 

increase the stacked populations relative to the ff14 with both the TIP3P and OPC water 

models. The OPC water model usually results in slight increase of the stacked population 

with few exceptions. Occurrence of guanine in the Xp- position results in the highest 

stacking ratios, which is not expected from the experimental trend of stacking free 

energies reported by Frechet et al. (48) (Table 2.4) The stacking free energy values 

generated with the TIP3P/ff14 combination correlate with these experimental values with 

r2=0.62 correlation coefficient. This is higher correlation than what was estimated in the 

earlier work (r2=0.51) by Brown et al. (49).  

 

2.3.2.2 Sugar conformation  

The conformations of the sugar moieties were described with the δ dihedral torsion. 

The δ values between 780 and 900 were considered as C3’-endo sugar and δ values 

between 1400 and 1520 were considered as C2’-endo sugar (Figure 2.4) (15). Different 

modifications of AMBER force fields result in similar sugar pucker distributions (Figure 

2.5). The CHARMM36 results in significantly higher C3’-endo conformation for the Xp- 

residues. It also results in higher C2’-endo conformation for -pX residues. However, the 

Xp- residues in all DNMPs conform C3’-endo conformation in much higher populations 

than C2’-endo in all tested water / force field combinations; and in contrast, the -pX 

residues show relatively similar C3’endo and C2’-endo populations with slight preference 
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of one over the other depending on the DNMP and scenario. This agrees with Lee et al. 

(37) in which the C3’-endo is assigned as the dominant ribose conformation in all tested 

DNMPs (ApA, ApG, GpA, UpU, CpC, UpC and CpU) (37). They also observed that the 

shifting of the sugar pucker distributions of purine-purine DNMPs to C3’-endo upon their 

dimerization is more significant for the Xp- residues although ribose in both residues 

shift from C2’-endo to C3’-endo. All tested cases seem to qualitatively agree with this 

observation, although the augmented C2’-endo population in ApA and ApG which is 

generated by CHARMM36 contradicts with it. However, another NMR study by the 

same group on ApA has quantitatively reported the C2’-endo:C3’-endo ratio to shift from 

70:30 to 50:50 in both residues upon dimerization (74). According to this observation, 

one would consider the Xp- residue sugar as too-rigidly-locked in the C3’-endo 

conformation, an artifact that is deteriorated by using CHARMM36. 

 

2.3.2.3 χ dihedral torsions  

The torsion around the glycosidic bond (χ) shows different distributions in Xp- vs. -

pX positions and also show dependencies based on the base identity (Figure 2.6). At Xp- 

position, the syn orientation is highly populated for purines. This is reduced for 

pyrimidines with an increased population of high-anti orientation (-60o to -150o). 

Increased anti orientations for Xp- pyrimidines qualitatively agrees with some 

experimental reports.(36) On the other hand, a proton relaxation time study has proposed 

dominantly syn orientation for χ of the Xp- position (75). In our simulations, the syn 

orientation of χXP- in purines coincides with short distance between the 5’ hydroxyl 

(HO5’) and N3 atom on the base (Figure 2.7). So we hypothesized that this interaction 

stabilizes the syn orientation of χXP-. At -pX position, both purines and pyrimidines show 
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significant high-anti populations although syn orientation is also populated in purines. 

Different water / force field combinations show relatively similar χ distributions except 

that the TIP3P / ff99 + CG results in less high-anti orientation in purines at the -pX 

position (Figure 2.8). 

 

2.3.3 DNMP overall conformations 

Figure 2.9 shows the conformational distributions of the DNMP ensembles generated 

at 298.41 K in TREMD simulations with TIP3P water and the ff14 force field. Figure 

2.10 compares the distributions for a selection of DNMPs simulated with other water / 

force field combinations. We used k-means algorithm (72,73) to cluster these ensembles 

into different conformations. The number of target clusters (five to seven) and the 

considered atomic mask in clustering were tuned so that the lowest number of clusters 

with the highest diversity is obtained (Table 2.2). When different water model / force 

field combinations were tested, combined clustering was done on all trajectories 

generated with these water / force field combinations. Five distinct conformational 

clusters were obtained for most DNMPs which were named as A-form, ladder, sheared, 

inverted and extended. All cluster trajectories were post-processed to identify their unique 

characteristics and intermolecular interactions. Table 2.5 indicates the average mass-

weighted heavy atom RMSD of each cluster trajectory, which approximately identifies 

the position of each conformation on Figure 2.9 and Figure 2.10. The same table also 

represents the average relative population of sugar-to-sugar suite outliers. Figure 2.11 

shows the representative structures of these clusters for ApA. In fact, some dinucleotides 

resulted in more than one extended clusters as expected because of the flexibility of 

DNMPs in the extended form. However, all the extended forms are reported as one 
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conformation. Table 2.6 reports the population of different conformations generated for 

each DNMP. Sheared conformation was not detected as a distinct cluster for pyrimidine-

pyrimidine DNMPs. 

 

2.3.3.1 A-form conformation 

The structures in the A-form cluster have similar attributes to the A-form RNA. This 

conformation is mainly characterized with g(-)-g(-) conformation of ζXp- and α-pX (Figure 

2.12). The average mass-weighted heavy atom RMSD to the QM-minimized A-form 

(1.17 Å ± 0.21 according to the Table 2.5) and the smallest average relative suite outlier 

population (12.67% ± 2.69 according to Table 2.5) of this cluster over all DNMPs are 

smallest among all clusters. The ribose conformation of the Xp- residue is C3’-endo 

while that of the -pX residue is in equilibration between C3’-ando and C2’-endo with 

preference for the C3’-endo conformation (Figure 2.13).  

 

2.3.3.2 Ladder conformation 

The average mass-weighted heavy atom RMSD to the QM-minimized A-form 

structure for the ladder clusters over all DNMPs is 1.59 Å ± 0.33 which is very close to 

that of the A-form clusters (Table 2.5). Ladder conformation also shares the same g(-)-g(-

) conformation of ζXp- and α-pX with the A-form (Figure 2.12). However, the ladder 

conformation backbone is different from the A-form with the εXp- torsion changed toward 

the anti orientation which is accompanied by close interaction between HO2’Xp- and O5’–

pX atoms (Figure 2.14). Therefore, we hypothesized that this interaction stabilizes the 

ladder conformation. Also χXp- and χ-pX adopt syn and high-anti orientations in the ladder 

conformation, respectively. Not only in ladder clusters, but in sheared and inverted 
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clusters, the orientation of χ is different based on the purine and pyrimidine identification 

of the residues (Figure 2.15). Distortion of χ from the anti orientation is more severe 

when purines are present at either positions while pyrimidines prefer the anti and high-

anti χ configurations. The sugar conformations are similar to the A-form conformation 

except that there is small population of C2’-endo conformation of the Xp- residue (Figure 

2.12).  

 

2.3.3.3 Sheared conformation 

This conformation which is missing in pyrimidine-pyrimidine DNMPs drives the 

based away from the stacking position. The average mass-weighted heavy atom RMSD 

to the QM-minimized A-form structure over all sheared clusters is 2.43 Å ± 0.16. 43.24 

% ± 5.66 of the sheared populations are sugar-to-sugar suite outliers (Table 2.5). A 

common distinguishing characteristic of structures in sheared conformation is their  

severe high-anti to g(-) εXp- relative to the moderate high-anti εXp- of the A-form 

conformation. This is correlated with population of C2’-endo sugar pucker of the Xp- 

residue (Figure 2.16). The ζXp- and α-pX combination is diverse in sheared cluster 

populations with no clear base dependency (Figure 2.12). However, as for the ladder 

conformation, the χXp- and χ-pX adopt syn and high-anti orientations with some purine-vs-

pyrimidine dependency (Figure 2.15). Regarding population of the C2’-endo sugar 

conformation of the Xp- position and significant shift of the χ in the -pX position to high-

anti orientation, we hypothesized that these factors regulate population of the sheared 

clusters. The sugar conformation of the -pX position is in equilibrium between C3’-endo 

and C2’-endo (Figure 2.12). 
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2.3.3.4 Inverted conformation 

The average heavy atom mass-weighted RMSD of the inverted clusters to the QM-

minimized A-form has the largest value among the four conformations (2.78 Å ± 0.15 

according to the Table 2.5). These clusters also contain high amount of sugar-to-sugar 

suite outlier structures (39.19% ± 8.10 according to Table 2.5). The common 

characteristic of the structures with inverted conformation is anti orientation of the εXp- 

,which is similar to the ladder conformation (Figure 2.17). However, these structures are 

more clearly distinguished with their g(+)-g(+) combination of ζXp- and α-pX torsions 

(Figure 2.12). The g(+) orientation of ζXp- correlates with anti orientation of εXp- and close 

interaction between  HO2’Xp- and OP1-pX (Figure 2.17). This is in contrast with the ladder 

conformation in which the anti orientation of εXp- coincides with close interaction of 

HO2’Xp- with O5’-pX while ζXp- and α-pX are in g(-) configuration (Figure 2.14 and Figure 

2.12). Therefore, ζXp- and α-pX seem to play the key role in changing the orientation of the 

residues relative to each other and forming the inverted conformation, an observation 

which is in agreement with experimental data (37). Based on these correlations, we 

hypothesized that the ζXp- and α-pX provide degrees of freedom needed for formation of 

the inverted conformation and the interaction between HO2’Xp- and OP1–pX stabilizes 

these torsions at g(+)-g(+) orientation which leads to stabilization of the inverted 

conformation. The ribose conformation of the Xp- residue is C3’-endo in inverted 

clusters, while that of the -pX residue is in equilibration between C3’-ando and C2’-endo 

(Figure 2.12). 
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2.3.4 Stabilizing factors of different conformations 

To test our hypotheses about the stabilizing factors of each DNMP conformation, we 

set up TREMD simulations of ApA at five different conditions in TIP3P water (TREMD-

NEUT, TREMD-MOD and TREMD-REST simulations in Table 2.1). These simulations 

included ApA with no excess of NaCl (TREMD-NEUT), ApA with neutralized HO2’ 

atom (TREMD-MOD-O2’), ApA with neutralized HO5’ atom (TREMD-MOD-O5’), 

ApA with restrained χ-pX (TREMD-RREST-χ) and ApA with restrained δ of both residues 

(TREMD-REST-PUCKER). To set up TREMD-NEUT, just one single Na+ was added to 

the simulation box to neutralize the system and no extra ions were added. In TREMD-

MOD-O2’, the partial charge on HO2’ atoms was transferred to O2’ to retain the total 

charge of the molecule while neutralizing the HO2’ atoms and knocking down its non-

bonding interactions with other atoms. This was done to elucidate the role of HO2’ 

interactions in stabilizing the ladder and inverted conformations. In TREMD-MOD-O5’, 

the same strategy was used to neutralize HO5’ atom to investigate the effect of its 

interaction with N3 on the χXp- orientation. In TREMD-REST-χ, χ-pX was restrained from 

the high-anti orientation. In TREMD-REST-PUCKER, δ of both residues were restrained 

to lock the sugar at C3’-endo conformation. The REMD-REST-χ simulations were 

specifically set up to understand the effect of χXp- orientation and sugar conformation on 

the population of the sheared conformation. In all of these simulations, ff14 force field 

was used. Combined clustering was done on the ensembles resulted from these 

simulations and the simulation of ApA in regular conditions (TREMD-TIP3P-FF14) at 

298.41 K. The effects of the restraints on the targeted properties are illustrated in the 

Figure 2.18.  

Figure 2.19 shows the RMSD distribution of the ApA in the above-mentioned 
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TREMD simulations in addition to the unmodified and unrestrained TREMD simulation 

(TREMD-TIP3P-FF14). As it indicates, eliminating the excess NaCl does not change the 

distribution at all which implies that this much of excess NaCl (150 mM) does not 

contribute to the relative stability of any conformation. In contrast, the most severe 

change in conformational distribution seems to happen when the HO2’ interactions are 

knocked down (TREMD-MOD-O2’). Neutralizing the HO2’ atoms results in a dramatic 

increase in the A-form population and decrease in the ladder and inverted conformations 

(Table 2.7). This observation supports our hypotheses that the interaction between 

HO2’Xp- and O5’-pX stabilizes the ladder conformation and that the interaction between 

HO2’Xp- and OP1-pX stabilizes the inverted conformation. 

Knocking down the HO5’ interactions coincides with a significant shift of the χXp- 

from syn to anti and high-anti orientations (Figure 2.20A). This supports our hypothesis 

that the interaction between this atom and the N3 atom on the base stabilizes the syn 

conformation of χXp- as the distance between these atoms increase simultaneously (Figure 

2.20B). Interestingly, neutralized HO5’ significantly decreases populations of the 

inverted and sheared conformations and increases population of the A-form 

conformation. According to our analysis of trajectories, HO5’ either interacts with N3Xp- 

or the OP2-pX and the latter interaction is more frequent in the A-form clusters (data not 

shown). Both of these interactions are significantly decreased when HO5’ is neutralized. 

Therefore, increasing the population of the A-form conformation should be an indirect 

result of HO5’ neutralization and through the major shift of χXp- from syn orientation, or 

silencing the HO5’ interaction with OP2-pX. The latter is less probable since our analysis 

shows that such interaction is not less frequent in the A-form cluster of the ApA 

simulations relative to other clusters (data not shown). Therefore lack of this interaction 
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does not seem to contribute to the increase of the A-form conformation when HO5’ is 

neutralized. Accordingly, the effect of HO5’ neutralization on populations is through 

changing the χXp-. This implies that the conformation of the glycosidic bond affects the 

configuration of the backbone dihedrals and consequently contributes to changing the 

population of conformational clusters.  

Restraining the χ-pX from high-anti orientation (TREMD-REST-χ) significantly 

decreases the sheared and ladder conformations (Table 2.7). This happens with the cost 

of increasing the inverted conformation (Table 2.7). This reconfirms that the high-anti 

orientation of χ-pX is a significant characteristic of the sheared and ladder conformations. 

Also locking the sugars at C3’-endo conformation decreases the sheared and extended 

conformations dramatically with no significant change in the ladder population (Table 

2.7). This highlights the importance of pucker flexibility in formation of the sheared 

conformation as distinguished from the ladder conformation. Also, pucker flexibility 

plays a role in unfolding these four conformations to extended forms. 

 

2.4 Conclusions 

In this work, we investigated the conformational diversity of RNA dinucleotide 

monophophates (DNMPs) using molecular dynamics. Our convergence analysis showed 

that the full convergence of the conformational distribution of these small molecules 

might be attained with unbiased molecular dynamics only after several microseconds of 

sampling. Therefore, relying on sub-microsecond simulations of this kind for judging 

various properties of DNMPs such as stacking free energies, j-couplings and distribution 

of dihedral angles would be misleading. In contrast, we applied a TREMD protocol with 

18 replicas that could fully converge the structural ensemble of DNMPs in ~500 ns per 
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replica of sampling. This simulation protocol provides a basis for objective assessment of 

characteristics of these molecules and could be used in future to assess new force field 

modifications in terms of shifting the conformational populations and reproducing 

experimental data. In fact, the effect of new modifications on DNMP conformations can 

be used for anticipating their effects on larger RNA molecules in a quick manner.  

Using the TREMD protocol in TIP3P water and with ff14 AMBER force field, we 

distinguished four consensus conformations for all DNMPs in addition to their expected 

extended form. Using different water / force fields combinations did not add to these 

general conformations, but rather shifted the population distribution among them. We 

name these common conformations as A-form, ladder, sheared and inverted. Although 

previous experimental results have predicted certain characteristics of some of these 

conformations in some DNMPs (37-41), this work showed that they are consensus among 

all DNMPs regardless of their base identification. This comes with the exception that 

pyrimidine-pyrimidine DNMPs do not generate the sheared conformation.  

In summary, different combinations of εXp-, ζXp- and α-pX torsions facilitate formation 

of different conformations. The εXp- would range from moderate high-anti values in A-

form conformation to anti in ladder and inverted conformations and g(-) in the sheared 

conformation. The ζXp- and α-pX determine the overall orientation of residues relative to 

each other and distinguish the inverted conformation from the ladder and A-form Figure 

2.12. The χXp-torsion mostly adopts syn configuration in all clusters except the A-form. 

The high-anti χ-pX is highly populated in the sheared and ladder conformations. 

Although identifying the same conformations with using different water / force field 

combinations minimizes the chance of missing any significant conformation of DNMPs, 

reality of the identified conformations and their relative populations should be judged 
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with caution. The results of this work show that the populations of these conformations 

are relatively sensitive to the choice of the force fields. Specifically, CHARMM36 and 

ff99 + CG generate very different distributions than ff14 (Figure 2.8). Therefore, this 

research would be well complemented with future experimental assessments that 

selectively and quantitatively target each of the identified conformations with the aim of 

identifying the conformations with little or no chance of existence in-vitro. 

In spite of the lack of extensive quantitative experimental data for assessment of the 

identified conformations of DNMPs, there are still clues in experimental results in favor 

or disfavor of these conformations. The presence of the A-form like conformation has 

been reported by C. Lee et al and M. Tsuboi (37,38). The inverted conformation has been 

observed by the same group with an NMR approach as well as by J. Rubin et al. (39,40) 

as a crystal structure of UpA. This is while the inverted conformation clusters contain 

relatively high sugar-to-sugar outliers (Table 2.5). This might be reasonable for this 

conformation because occurrence of the inverted conformation with g(+)-g(+) 

conformation of the ζXp- and α-pX in the middle of a sequence would destroy helicity of 

the sequence. Hence, this local conformation might occur in larger sequences only in 

turns and loops while it can be widely adopted by DNMPs. In both A-form and inverted 

structures, the bases are in stacked orientation relative to each other and the sugar 

conformation of the Xp- residue adopts C3’ endo conformation. This agrees with NMR 

observations that the base stacking correlates with increasing the C3’-endo sugar 

conformation (37).  

To the best of our knowledge, the sheared and ladder conformations have not been 

described in previous experimental studies for DNMPs. These conformations have the 

common χ-pX high-anti characteristic. Preventing this dihedral angle from high-anti 
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orientation significantly decreases the populations of these conformations (Table 2.7). 

There are some reports claiming that the χ conforms equilibrated amounts of syn and anti 

orientations with preference for the anti in nucleosides and nucleotides (76,77). One 

study reports it as dominantly syn in Xp- positions (75). However, a recent NMR study of 

dTpT shows that the χ of both residues adopt anti orientation in this DNMP (78). This 

leaves us with uncertainty to judge the simulation outcomes for χ based on the 

experimental data. On the other hand, high-anti configuration of the glycosidic bond has 

been observed in ladder-shaped conformations in other RNA simulations which are 

proven to be force field artifacts (10,53,79). Accordingly, we suspect that the formation 

of local ladder conformation with high-anti χ might initiate the formation of ladder-

shaped conformations in simulations of larger RNA molecules and therefore the DNMP 

ladder conformation might be the results of force field artifacts as well. 

From a biochemical perspective, our results show how presence of the 2’-hydroxyl on 

ribose can potentially facilitate formation of different local conformations in RNA. Non-

bonding interactions with this hydroxyl group play crucial roles in stabilizing the DNMP 

conformations. Specifically, the interaction between HO2’Xp- and O5’-pX is frequent in the 

ladder conformation (Figure 2.14) and the interaction between HO2’Xp- and OP1-pX 

stabilizes the inverted conformation (Figure 2.17). Neutralizing the HO2’ atom 

significantly decreases these conformations through knocking down interactions with 2’-

hydroxyl (Table 2.7). Also from a computational chemistry perspective, our results 

highlight the sensitivity of the RNA conformational ensembles to the force field 

parameters that govern the non-bonding interactions between this hydroxyl and other 

hydrogen bond acceptors. Our results show that not only neutralizing the HO2’ has a 

dramatic effect on the conformation populations, but changing the vdW parameters of the 
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phosphate oxygens as done in vdWbb modifications can slightly shift the populations 

(Figure 2.8). However, changing the solvent did not have a significant effect on the 

populations of DNMPs (Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.8).  

Knocking down the HO5’ interactions affects the DNMP conformational populations 

as well. Because the HO5’ only exists in the 5’ end of a sequence, one would expect that 

its interactions with other atoms would have fewer significant effects on larger 

sequences. However, since we believe that this effect occurred through changing the χXp- 

distribution, we expect that χ parameters will play important roles in determining the 

conformation of DNMPs and larger RNA sequences.  

With the TREMD approach that we used in this work, DNMPs are easy-to-converge 

molecules with which new RNA force field modifications can be quickly assessed. With 

this method and using some of the RNA current force fields, we identified the DNMP 

conformations. The conformational elements of the ensemble qualitatively agree with the 

available experimental data which predict the conformational ensemble of DNMPs to be 

relatively flexible and equilibrium of different conformations. However, new 

experimental data that selectively targets crucial features of these conformations will 

confirm or rule out certain identified conformations. In fact, tuning the MD simulations 

with more experimental evidence will reveal valuable conformational information about 

the DNMP molecules at atomistic details, and also will prepare the simulation tools to 

answer our questions about larger RNA sequences.  
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Table 2.1. Summary of simulations described in this chapter. 

Name Water 
model 

Force field Time 
step 

Runs System 

MD-TIP4PEW TIP4P-
EW (59) 

FF12a 2 fs 3b  ApA 

MD-TIP3P TIP3P 
(56) 

FF12a 2 fs 3b  ApA 

MD-TIP3P-HMR TIP3P FF12a 4 fs 3b  ApA 
MD-OPC OPC (55) FF12a 2 fs 3b  ApA 
TREMD-TIP3P-
FF12  

TIP3P FF12a 4 fs 2c  All DNMPs 

TREMD-TIP3P-
VDW  

TIP3P FF12a + vdWbb 
d 4 fs 2c Selection of 

DNMPse 
TREMD-TIP3P-CG TIP3P ff99+CGf 4 fs 2c Selection of 

DNMPse 
TREMD-TIPS3P-
C36 

TIPS3Pg  CHARMM36h 4 fs 2c Selection of 
DNMPse 

TREMD-OPC-FF12 OPC (55) ff12a 4 fs 2c Selection of 
DNMPse 

TREMD-OPC-VDW OPC ff12a + vdWbb 
d 4 fs 2c Selection of 

DNMPse 

TREMD-NEUT TIP3P ff12a 4 fs 2c  ApA 
TREMD-MOD-O2’ TIP3P ff12 with  The 

electrostatic 
charge on HO2’ 
atom transferred 
to the O2’ 

4 fs 2c ApA 

TREMD-MOD-O5’ TIP3P ff12 with  The 
electrostatic 
charge on HO5’ 
atom transferred 
to the O5’ 

4 fs 2c ApA 

TREMD-REST- χi TIP3P ff12a 4 fs 2c ApA 
TREMD-REST- 
PUCKER j  

TIP3P ff12a 4 fs 2c ApA 

a ff99 (51) + parmbsc0 α/γ (52) + χOL3 (53) modifications 
b Independent runs prepared with randomizing ion positions. 
c Independent runs prepared with different initial DNMP structures and randomizing 

ion positions. 
d Bioorganic phosphate vdW radii modifications (54) were applied to backbone 
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oxygen atoms (O3’, O5’, OP1 and OP2). 
 

e ApA, ApC, CpA, CpC, UpU, GpG and ApG 
f vdW modifications were applied to nucleobase and nucleobase heavy atoms-water 

interactions plus modifications in χ torsion (14). 
g TIP3P water model implemented in CHARMM which has vdW parameters for 

water hydrogen  
h CHARMM27 (57) + 2’-hydroxyl modification (58) 

 
i
 Restrained simulations in which χ-px was prevented from high-anti orientation with 

restraint.   
j
 Both sugar puckers were locked in C3’-endo conformation with restraint.  

 

 

Table 2.2. Atomic mask and number of targeted cluster for clustering DNMP simulations 

DNMP Atomic mask Number of targeted 
clusters in k-means 
algorithm 

ApA All heavy atoms  7 
ApG All heavy atoms 6 
GpA All heavy atoms 6 
GpG All heavy atoms 6 
ApC All heavy atoms 7 
ApU All heavy atoms 5 
GpC C5',C4',C3',O3',P,C2 6 
GpU All heavy atoms 6 
CpA All heavy atoms 5 
CpG C5',C4',C3',O3',P,C2 6 
UpA All heavy atoms 7 
UpG All heavy atoms 6 
CpC All heavy atoms 5 
CpU C5',C4',C3',O3',P,C2 5 
UpC All heavy atoms 6 
UpU All heavy atoms 5 
 

 

 

 

Table 2.1 continued 
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Table 2.3. Average stacking free energies of 
ApA in different water models with regular MD. 
The error shows the standard deviation between 
three independent runs. 

Simulation Stacking free energy (kcal/mol) 
TIP3P -0.22 ± 0.02 
TIP3P HMR -0.18 ± 0.02 
TIP4P-EW -0.27 ± 0.05 
OPC -0.14 ± 0.08 
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Table 2.4. Average stacking free energies of DNMPs. The error shows the standard 
deviation between two independent runs. The experimental values are according to the 
work by Frechet et al. (48). 

DMNP Experiment 
TIP3P / (TIPS3P) OPC 
ff12 ff12 + 

vdWbb 
ff99+ 
CG 

CHARMM36 ff12 ff12 + 
vdWbb 

ApA -0.24± 0.02 -0.28 
± 0.01 

-0.31 ± 
0.02 

0.00 ± 
0.02 

0.11 ± 0.01 -0.24 ± 
0.02 

-0.33 ± 
0.02 

ApG 0.05 ± 0.11 -0.47 
± 0.02 

-0.47 ± 
0.02 

-0.23 ± 
0.00 

-0.35 ± 0.01 -0.48 ± 
0.02 

-0.50 ± 
0.00 

GpA 0.04 ± 0.71 -0.61 
± 0.00 

- - - - - 

GpG -0.01± 0.03 -0.80 
± 0.01 

-0.89 ± 
0.03 

-0.34 ± 
0.01 

-0.30 ± 0.05 -0.87 ± 
0.02 

-0.95 ± 
0.02 

ApC 0.15 ± 0.11 -0.26 
± 0.02 

-0.39 ± 
0.01 

-0.08 ± 
0.02 

0.05 ± 0.01 -0.38 ± 
0.01 

-0.56 ± 
0.03 

ApU 0.27 ± 0.11 -0.29 
± 0.04 

- - - - - 

GpC 0.03 ± 1.88 -0.67 
± 0.01 

- - - - - 

GpU 0.39 ± 0.10 -0.64 
± 0.04 

- - - - - 

CpA 0.24 ± 0.12 -0.13 
± 0.01 

-0.25 ± 
0.03 

0.46 ± 
0.02 

0.30 ± 0.00 -0.17 ± 
0.00 

-0.29 ± 
0.00 

CpG -0.08± 0.08 -0.36 
± 0.01 

- - - - - 

UpA 0.06 ± 0.22 -0.23 
± 0.01 

- - - -  

UpG 0.39 ± 0.01 -0.29 
± 0.02 

- - - - - 

CpC 0.39 ± 0.45 -0.31 
± 0.02 

-0.50 ± 
0.03 

0.15 ± 
0.01 

0.18 ± 0.03 -0.45 ± 
0.02 

-0.59 ± 
0.01 

CpU 0.19 ± 0.07 -0.37 
± 0.01 

- - - - - 

UpC 0.53 ± 0.21 0.00 ± 
0.03 

- - - - - 

UpU 1.57 ± 0.45 0.15 ± 
0.00 

-0.09 ± 
0.00 

0.37 ± 
0.01 

1.01 ± 0.01 0.12 ± 
0.01 

-0.09 ± 
0.02 
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Table 2.5. Mass-weighted heavy atom RMSD and relative population of suite 
outlier frames averaged over cluster trajectories of all DMNPs for each cluster. 
Average RMSD values can be used to locate the approximate conformation in 
distribution plots of Figure 2.9 and Figure 2.10. 

Conformational 
cluster 

Average 
RMSD (Å) 

Average suite outliers (%) 

A-form 1.17 ± 0.21 12.67 ± 2.59 
Ladder 1.59 ± 0.33 15.44 ± 4.83 
Sheared 2.43 ± 0.16 43.28 ± 5.66 
Inverted 2.78 ± 0.15 39.19 ± 8.10 
Extended 3.58 ± 0.45 43.04 ± 8.82 
 

Table 2.6. Relative populations of conformations generated for each DNMP in TREMD 
simulations at 298.41 K replica. For ApA, ApC, CpA, CpC, UpU, GpG and ApG, 
trajectories from different water model / force field scenarios were used, while for other 
DNMPs trajectories from TIP3P / ff12 were only used. 

DMNP   A-form (%)   Ladder (%)   Sheared (%)   Inverted (%)   Extended (%) 

ApA 18.7 29.1 8.5 27.4 16.3 
ApG 16.6 17.8 19.9 38.2 7.5 
GpA 31.4 23.8 7.2 34.2 3.4 
GpG 34.1 17.6 8.0 31.8 8.5 
ApC 38.4 14.3 7.2 18.2 21.9 
ApU 41.1 17.5 10.0 19.9 11.5 
GpC 47.3 17.3 4.1 24.4 7.0 
GpU 56.5 17.4 4.7 12.7 8.6 
CpA 24.2 28.7 14.8 12.9 19.4 
CpG 40.2 21.7 17.7 12.0 8.3 
UpA 50.9 13.5 18.5 6.5 10.6 
UpG 49.5 18.8 19.1 5.7 7.1 
CpC 45.5 22.4 - 11.3 20.8 
CpU 55.9 18.6 - 7.5 18.1 
UpC 27.1 36.1 - 11.0 25.7 
UpU 21.1 37.8 - 15.1 25.9 
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Table 2.7. Relative population of different ApA conformations in different TREMD 
simulations at 298.41 K. TREMD-TIP3P-FF12  is unmodified and unrestrained 
simulation in TIP3P with ff12 with 150 mM excess NaCl. TREMD-NEUT is the same 
with no excess NaCl. In TREMD-MOD-O2’ and TREMD-MOD-O5’, HO2’ and HO5’ 
are neutralized respectivelt to knock-down their interactions with other atoms. In 
TREMD-REST- χ , the χ-pX is prevented from adopting high-anti orientation (a range of -
150o to -30o). In TREMD-REST-PUCKER, both sugars are locked at the C3’endo 
conformation with restraining the δ torsions. 

Simulation A-form (%) Ladder (%) Sheared (%) Inverted (%) Extended (%) 

TREMD-
TIP3P-
FF12  

11.26 ± 0.11 33.01 ± 0.86 13.78 ± 0.30 36.58 ± 0.58 5.38 ± 0.12 

TREMD-
NEUT 11.26 ± 0.30 33.44 ± 0.35 14.05 ± 0.63 35.85 ± 0.42 5.40 ± 0.15 

TREMD-
MOD-O2’ 40.57 ± 0.45 18.75 ± 0.07 16.30 ± 0.52 18.19 ± 0.52 6.21 ± 0.52 

TREMD-
MOD-O5’ 30.42 ± 0.34 30.96 ± 0.38 6.86 ± 0.28 27.31 ± 0.24 4.46 ± 0.30 

TREMD-
REST-χ  9.94 ± 0.43 18.31 ± 0.93 9.56 ± 0.21 56.52 ± 1.22 5.69 ± 0.07 

TREMD-
REST-
PUCKER 

13.24 ± 0.36 31.85 ± 0.35 5.22 ± 0.12 47.06 ± 0.13 2.64 ± 0.03 
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Figure 2.1. A) Distributions of the mass-weighted heavy atom RMSD to QM-minimized 
A-form for ApA in unbiased simulations with ff12 force field and different water models. 
The error bars represent the standard deviations between three independent runs. B) 
Kullback-leibler divergence (KLD) of the histograms of the principal component 
projections for the first ten principal components for two random unbiased simulations of 
ApA in TIP3P. C) The same for simulations in TIP3P with HMR. D) The same for 
simulations in TIP4P-EW. E) The same for simulations in OPC. 
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Figure 2.2. Left) Relative populations of the first four major clusters generated by an 
average linkage method for a random copy of the ApA simulation with regular MD in 
TIP3P and hydrogen mass repartitioning. Right) The same for the TREMD simulation.  
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Figure 2.3. A) Kullback-leibler divergence (KLD) of the histograms of the principal 
component projections for the first ten principal components for two independent 
TREMD simulations of ApA in TIP3P. B) The same for simulation in OPT. 
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Figure 2.4. Histograms of δ dihedral torsions for two residues of all DNMPs in TIP3P 
water and with ff14 force field at 292.18 K. The peaks at < 90o represent C3’-endo and 
the peaks at > 140o represent the C2’-endo sugar conformations. The error bars represent 
the standard deviation between two independent runs. 
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Figure 2.5. Histograms of δ dihedral torsions for two residues of a selection of DNMPs 
with different water / force field combinations at 292.18 K. The peaks at < 90o represent 
C3’-endo and the peaks at > 140o represent the C2’-endo sugar conformations. A limited 
range containing data is shown to improve clarity. The error bars represent the standard 
deviation between two independent runs.  
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Figure 2.6. Histograms of χ dihedral torsions for two residues of all DNMPs in TIP3P 
water and with ff14 force field at 292.18 K. The error bars represent the standard 
deviation between two independent runs.   
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Figure 2.7. Correlation between χXp- and distance between HO5’ and a base atom (N3 in 
purine and O2 in pyrimidines) in all TREMD runs. Colors in each plot represent 
normalized population over aggregated frames of the trajectories.  
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Figure 2.8. Mass-weighted heavy atom RMSD to the A-form distributions of all DNMPs 
with different tested scenarios in TREMD simulations at 298.41 K. The error bars 
represent the standard deviation between two independent runs. 
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Figure 2.9. Mass-weighted heavy atom RMSD to the A-form distributions of all DNMPs 
in TIP3P water and ff14 force field in TREMD simulations at 298.41 K. The error bars 
represent the standard deviation between two independent runs. 
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Figure 2.10. Mass-weighted heavy atom RMSD to the A-form distributions of a selection 
of DNMPs with different water and force field combinations in TREMD simulations at 
298.41 K. The error bars represent the standard deviation between two independent runs. 
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Figure 2.11. Representative structures of different conformational clusters of ApA, A) A-
form cluster, B) Ladder cluster, C) Inverted cluster, D) Sheared cluster, E) Extended 
cluster. 
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Figure 2.12. Correlations between ζXp- and α-pX torsions in in different conformational 
clusters in TREMD runs. Colors in each plot represent normalized population over 
aggregated frames of a cluster from all DNMPs. 
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Figure 2.13. Histograms of δ dihedral torsions for two residues of all DNMPs in the 
different conformation clusters. The peaks at < 90o represent C3’-endo and the peaks at > 
140o represent the C2’-endo sugar conformations. 
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Figure 2.14. Correlation between the εXp- torsion and the distance between HO2’Xp- and 
O5’-pX atoms in the A-form and ladder conformational clusters in TREMD runs. Colors 
in each plot represent normalized population over aggregated frames of a cluster from all 
DNMPs. 
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Figure 2.15. Correlations between χXp- and χ-pX torsions in different conformational 
clusters in TREMD runs. Colors in each plot represent normalized population over 
aggregated frames of a cluster from one of the four classes of DNMPs (purine-purine, 
purine-pyrimidine, pyrimidine-purine and pyrimidine-pyrimidine). 
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Figure 2.16. Correlations between εXp- and δXp- torsions in in different conformational 
clusters in the A-form and sheared conformational clusters in TREMD runs. δXp- 
represents the conformation of the sugar in Xp- residue. Accordingly, the Xp- sugar in A-
form conformation adopts C3’-endo while it adopts C2’-endo in the sheared 
conformation. Colors in each plot represent normalized population over aggregated 
frames of a cluster from all DNMPs. 
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Figure 2.17. Correlation between εXp- and ζXp- torsions (TOP) and between εXp- torsion 
and distance between HO2’Xp- and OP1-pX atoms (BOTTOM) in the A-form and inverted 
conformational clusters in TREMD runs. Colors in each plot represent normalized 
population over aggregated frames of a cluster from all DNMPs. 
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Figure 2.18. Effect of χ-pX (top) and δ (bottom) restraints on these dihedrals torsions.  
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Figure 2.19. Mass-weighted heavy atom RMSD to the A-form distributions of ApA in 
different TREMD simulations at 298.41 K. TREMD-TIP3P-FF12  is unmodified and 
unrestrained simulation in TIP3P with ff12 with 150 mM excess NaCl. TREMD-NEUT 
is the same with no excess NaCl. In TREMD-MOD-O2’ and TREMD-MOD-O5’, HO2’ 
and HO5’ are neutralized respectivelt to knock-down their interactions with other atoms. 
In TREMD-REST- Χ , the χ-pX is prevented from adopting high-anti orientation (a range 
of -150o to -30o). In TREMD-REST-PUCKER, both sugars are locked at the C3’endo 
conformation with restraining the δ torsions. 
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Figure 2.20. A) Distribution of the χXp- dihedral torsion of ApA, and B) distribution of 
distance between N3Xp- and HO5’Xp-, in normal TREMD simulation (TREMD-TIP3P-
FF12) and TREMD simulation in which the HO5’ atom is neutralized (TREMD-MOD-
O5’) at 298.41 K.  

 

 



 

 

CHAPTER 3 

 

COMPUTATIONAL ASSESSMENT OF POTASSIUM AND MAGNESIUM  

ION BINDING TO A BURIED POCKET IN GTPASE-ASSOCIATING  

CENTER RNA 

 

The research project in this chapter has been designed by Hamed S. Hayatshahi, 

Thomas E. Cheatham, III and Daniel R. Roe. Part of the umbrella sampling simulations 

of K+ removal with no excess Mg2+ has been done by D. R. Roe and the rest of 

simulations and analyses were performed by H. S. Hayatshahi. The manuscript was 

primarily written by H. S. Hayatshahi and edited by D. R. Roe, T. E. Cheatham, III and 

Kathleen Hall.  

 

3.1 Introduction 

The folding and functioning of RNA molecules usually depends upon their 

interactions with monovalent and divalent cations (80-82). Diffusing cations are crucial, 

and, in general, they are the major driving force in stabilization of RNA structures via 

neutralizing the negative charges on RNA phosphate moieties (82). However in some 

cases, more complex tertiary structures are stabilized through the interaction of ions with 

specific RNA atoms, including bases and phosphates (82-85). Depending on the nature of 

the local RNA structure and the ion type, the interacting ions either “associate” with 
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RNA via hydrogen bonding to their first shell of waters (i.e., water-mediated interactions) 

or directly bind to one or more RNA atoms (82). The latter case, which is also referred to 

as “chelation,” is only possible after one or more water residues between the ion and 

RNA are removed from the first hydration shell surrounding both the ion and the RNA, a 

process which involves a high energetic barrier. Consequently, considering the large 

number of structurally characterized RNA molecules, there are fewer cases of identified 

direct ion-RNA interactions as compared to associated ions (86).  

Some RNA molecules have been studied extensively by NMR and  

crystallography as model systems whose conformational and folding characteristics 

depend on specific ion binding as well as diffuse ion concentrations (87-91). A model 

system which has been studied extensively in terms of its ion interactions is the GTPase-

Associating Center RNA (also known as 58-nucleotide RNA and here referred to as GAC 

RNA) which is a highly conserved fragment of the 23S ribosomal RNA which binds to 

the L11 ribosomal protein (92). Melting experiments have suggested that the tertiary 

structure formation of GAC RNA requires the presence of one bound monovalent ion 

(NH4
+ and K+ preferred) (93,94) and one or two bound divalent ions (with a preference 

for Mg2+) (95).  There are two co-crystal structures of GAC RNA and L11 protein. These 

are a 2.6 Å resolution structure by Wimberly et. al. (92) (PDB code 1MMS) of GAC 

from eubacterium Thermotoga maritima and a 2.8 Å resolution structure by Conn et. al. 

(96) (PDB code: 1HC8) of GAC RNA from E. coli in complex with the C terminal 

domain of L11 protein from Bacillus stearothermophilus. The latter structure is a result 

of re-refinement of a previous structure from the same group (PDB code 1QA6) (97). In 

spite of residue differences at few positions, the RNA conformations are very similar in 

both structures (backbone RMSD of 0.6 Å, Figure 3.1.). An important feature of the RNA 
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tertiary structure conformation is that a bulged region containing nucleotides A1070, 

G1071 and C1072 is clamped between a U-turn on its 5’ side, its 3’ tail nucleotides and a 

hairpin C1092-G1099. Clamping this bulged region brings some phosphate and base 

oxygen atoms in relatively close proximity and results in the formation of a negatively 

charged area that is expected to interact with cations to maintain its stability. In both 

structures, three cations directly bind to oxygen atoms in this region with ion-oxygen 

distances matching direct chelation (Figure 3.2. and Table 3.1): an Mg2+ ion (Mg167 

according to the nomenclature by Misra and Draper (98)) that directly bridges between 

the phosphate oxygen of A1073 and O4 of the U1094, an Mg2+ (Mg163) that binds to 

phosphate oxygen atoms of A1069 and A1070; and a cation in the buried region between 

those magnesium ions that directly interacts with the bulge phosphate oxygen atoms 

(Figure 3.2.). This third cation is identified as magnesium in the 1MMS structure (Mg58), 

but as potassium in the 1HC8 structure (K58). According to 1HC8 structure, the third 

cation is hypothesized to be the monovalent ion that is essential for final tertiary folding 

as characterized in the melting experiments (93,96). Since the RNA can be neutralized 

more effectively by cations with higher charges, one might expect that a bound Mg2+ ion 

may be a better candidate to stabilize the tight ion binding pocket in the GAC RNA, 

consistent with 1MMS structure (92).  However, Conn et al. suggested that this 

stabilizing and bound ion is a K+ based on both its distances to the chelating oxygen 

atoms and an experiment in which they crystalized the GAC complex with thallium 

(which has a similar nominal ionic radius to potassium (91)) and found a bound thallium 

in the same position (96). However, simultaneous binding of three cations (Mg167, 

K/Mg58 and Mg163) to RNA in a relatively confined area (Figure 3.2.), as depicted in 

the crystal structures, at full occupancy could be considered unexpected due to 
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electrostatic repulsion except under very high salt concentrations (i.e., under 

crystallization conditions). Unfortunately, both crystal structures do not comment on the 

occupancy. Binding of Mg167 is supported by hydroxyl radical footprinting 

experiments(99) and nonlinear Poisson-Boltzmann calculations (98), while binding of 

Mg163 is not supported by noncrystallographic experimental data. Instead, according to 

nonlinear Poisson-Boltzmann calculations, Misra and Draper have concluded that 

although positions 163 and 167 have larger electrostatic potential in comparison to other 

magnesium sites in the 1HC8 crystal structure, binding to position 163 is energetically 

unfavorable due to the ion dehydration cost and repulsive force from the monovalent ion 

(98). Therefore, it can be hypothesized that occurrence of Mg163 near the K58 in 1HC8 

or near Mg58 in 1MMS may be the result of crystallization conditions (i.e., very high salt 

concentrations), crystal packing,  partial occupancy, or a combination of all three 

influences. 

As reviewed previously, numerous experimental approaches applied to study RNA-

ion interactions have led to quantitative measurement of the ion-dependent stability of 

many RNA conformations (87). These experimental approaches include monitoring the 

UV absorbance during thermal unfolding of tertiary RNA conformations (95,100,101), 

measurement of the force required to mechanically unfold certain RNA structures by 

using optical tweezers (102), calorimetric analysis of the ion binding events inferred to 

occur during the RNA unfolding/refolding procedure (103), and fluorescence titrations of 

proposed ion binding events at different temperatures (104). One potential limitation of 

these experimental methods is the difficulty of separating the binding to a single specific 

binding site from interactions between the background ion media and the RNA in 

titration experiments (99). A further confounding difficulty in both approaches that the 
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ion binding events are usually accompanied with major conformational changes in RNA 

(99). In other words, it is difficult to separate thermodynamics of ion binding from 

thermodynamic changes from folding (99,105). Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations 

can be a complementary approach to help overcome these limitations through the ability 

to separately investigate each and every ion-binding event at a very detailed atomistic 

level, albeit subject to limitations of the applied force field and effective sampling. In-

silico molecular models enable us to artificially separate the influences by examining the 

ion binding event in a limited conformational space close to the RNA native structure and 

compare the intrinsic free energies of binding for different ions.  

In this work, we used MD simulations in explicit solvent with different ion 

conditions, effectively an ion-competition experiment, to analyze the preferential ion 

binding at the K/Mg58 position depicted in two crystal structures of 1MMS and 1HC8. 

To further characterize preferential binding at this site, we also employed the umbrella 

sampling method to estimate the potential of mean force (essentially the free energy) of 

pulling of specific ions out of the pocket to bulk solvent at various salt concentrations. 

The umbrella sampling studies were performed in the presence and absence of a 

magnesium ion in the Mg163 position in order to analyze the influence this magnesium 

has on the ion binding in the adjacent K/Mg58 pocket, as well as to examine the 

hypothesis that it can coexist close to the other two cations at both the high magnesium 

concentrations used in crystallization and the lower magnesium concentrations used in 

most other solution biochemical assays.  
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3.2 Methods 

Table 3.2 summarizes the simulations performed in this project. Details about each 

simulation set and its preparation steps are presented in this section. 

 

3.2.1 MD simulations to investigate preferential ion binding in the  

pocket 

3.2.1.1 COMPETITION_1 simulation set 

The crystal structure of GAC RNA with PDB code 1HC8 (96) was used as the initial 

structure. All of crystallographic ions and water residues, as well as the terminal GTP 

residue, were removed. The terminal GTP is paired with a uracil in the crystal structure 

and was removed since it is located about 30 Å from the monovalent ion binding site and 

does not closely interact with this site of interest in the absence of crystal packing. 

Hydrogen atoms were added to the remaining 57 nucleotides and the in-vacuo topology 

and coordinates were built using the tLEaP program in Amber 12 (106) with ff12SB 

force field which includes ff99 (51) with updated χ (53) and α/γ parmbsc0 (52) 

modifications. 2500 cycles of steepest descent minimization with the Hawkins, Cramer, 

Truhlar Generalized Born implicit solvent model (107,108) was performed using 

SANDER program in Amber 12. The resulting structure (with an RMSD of 0.37 Å to the 

initial structure) was solvated in a truncated octahedral TIP3P water (56) box such that 

the minimum distance of the residues to the edge of the box was 12.0 Å. Then 28 Mg2+ 

ions with Allnér-Nilsson-Villa parameters (22) and 28 K+ and Cl- ions with Joung-

Cheatham parameters (25) were added to the box using tLEaP. The CPPTRAJ program 

(60) in Amber Tools was used to randomize ion positions in such a way that the distance 

of each ion to any RNA atom was not less than 6 Å and ions were separated with 
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minimum distance of 4 Å, causing the initial structures to lack ions in the positions 

previously occupied in the crystal structures. Ion position randomization was done 20 

times in successive steps to generate 20 independent copies of the system. To avoid any 

initial bias for ion occupancy in the K/Mg58 pocket, the distance of the closest K+ and 

Mg2+ ions to the pocket were identified in each copy to make sure that almost half of the 

copies have each ion types as closest to the pocket. 

Each copy of the system was equilibrated in four steps: 1) minimization, 2) heating at 

constant volume (NVT), 3) further heating at constant pressure (NPT), and 4) restrained 

MD at constant pressure. Details of the equilibration protocol are described in section 

3.2.4.1.  The production MD simulations were performed using pmemd.cuda from Amber 

12 for 1 µs per copy with 2 fs time step in the NPT ensemble while RNA atoms were 

restrained with a 0.5 kcal/mol-Å2 force constant to assess the ion binding with the RNA 

structure kept close to the crystal conformation. The temperature was held at 298.15 K 

with weak-coupling algorithm with time constant of 10 ps (63). SHAKE (62) was used to 

constrain bonds to hydrogen, and particle-mesh Ewald (109) with an 8.0 Å cutoff and 

default parameters was used to treat long-range electrostatics in the production 

simulations. Coordinates were saved to trajectory files every 5000 steps (10 ps intervals). 

 

3.2.1.2 COMPETITION_2 simulation set 

The last frames of the 20 independent COMPETITION_1 simulations were used as 

initial structures for the COMPETITION_2 simulations, which were run with the same 

protocol except with no restraints on the RNA for 500 ns to see if the ion binding 

preference is reproducible with potential subtle changes in RNA conformation.  
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3.2.2 HYDRATION simulation set 

To analyze the effect of the ion position on its hydration shell, 20 copies of 

simulations with the same RNA/ions composition as above were built (named here as ion 

hydration simulations) except that the K58, Mg163 and Mg167 were positioned in their 

crystallographic sites. These three ions as well as the RNA atoms were fixed with 0.5 

kcal/mol-Å2 restraints during the course of 10 ns simulations with the same positional 

restraint used for the RNA atoms. These simulations were done to assess the ion 

hydration shell in the pocket exactly in the same pocket conformational situation as of the 

crystal structure. 

 

3.2.3 Ion pull-out umbrella sampling simulations 

3.2.3.1 Preparing the initial structures for umbrella sampling simulations 

Umbrella sampling was done to quantitatively compare the free energy of binding 

(potential of mean force) of different ions to the GAC monovalent ion binding site at 

three different ionic environments. Prior to the umbrella sampling simulation, we first 

performed unrestrained simulations of GAC RNA in three different ion environments to 

identify spontaneous ion leaving or unbinding events as follows: 

1) MG0: RNA + 11 crystallographic Mg2+ + neutralizing K+ + 100 mM excess KCl  

2) MG15: RNA + 11 crystallographic Mg2+ + neutralizing K+ + 100 mM excess KCl 

+ 15 mM excess MgCl2  

3) MG80: RNA + 11 crystallographic Mg2+ + neutralizing K+ + 100 mM excess KCl 

+ 80 mM excess MgCl2  

To prepare models, the crystal structure with PDB code 1HC8 was used as the initial 
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structure (96). Crystallographic K+ and Mg2+ ions as well as water residues were retained 

but the terminal GTP residue was removed (as discussed previously). Hydrogen atoms 

were added to the remaining 57 nucleotides. Using tLEaP program, the structure was 

solvated in a truncated octahedral box of TIP3P waters such that the minimum distance of 

the residues to the edge of the box was 12.8 Å. Then 33 K+ ions were added to neutralize 

the whole system (RNA + crystallographic ions); and 26 K+ and 26 Cl- were added to 

provide ~100 mM excess KCl. To prepare three sets of simulations with different ionic 

conditions, 0, 4 and 21 Mg2+ as well as 0, 8 and 42 Cl- were added to the systems to make 

approximately 0, 15 and 80 mM excess MgCl2 concentrations, respectively (here referred 

to as MG0, MG15 and MG80 sets). The noncrystallographic ions were put in random 

positions using CPPTRAJ (60) as described in the COMPETITION_1 section to prepare 

three (for the MG0 set) and six (for MG15 and MG80 sets) system copies. The MG0 set 

was equilibrated with the protocol discussed in section 3.2.4.1. The MG15 and MG80 

sets were equilibrated in nine steps of minimizations and restrained MD simulations 

using a EQ2 equilibration protocol as described in section 3.2.4.2. Hydrogen mass 

repartitioning was used to facilitate a 4 fs time step in the final step of the equilibration as 

well as in the production simulations (26,27). This was done by transferring part of mass 

of the solute heavy atoms to the covalently-bonded hydrogen atoms using the parmed.py 

program from Amber 14 (65). For each copy of each set, the equilibration set was 

followed by about ~1 µs of production molecular dynamics using the pmemd.cuda 

program (110) from Amber 14 as described for the production step in the former section 

but with no restraints.  

The reaction coordinate for the umbrella sampling was chosen to be the distance 

between the ion and the center of mass of nine phosphate groups of A1070, C1072 and 
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A1073 (i.e., the phosphorus and two non-bridging oxygen atoms of each residue). We 

refer to this position as the reaction coordinate anchor point. Initial structures for the 

umbrella sampling windows were chosen differently in three sections along the ion-

leaving path as follows:  

1) ~2.5 Å – 6.9 Å: The bound potassium to the monovalent ion binding site was 

tracked during the above-mentioned unrestrained simulations (MG0, MG15 and MG80) 

and all ion exchange events were analyzed both visually and using CPPTRAJ (60). For 

each simulation set, the trajectory frames from one ion exchange event with the least 

conformational change in RNA near the ion binding site were chosen for generating the 

initial structures. The structures for initial umbrella windows with reaction coordinate 

values between the initial equilibrated distance (~2.5 Å) and 6.9 Å were extracted from 

the chosen ion exchange path trajectory using CPPTRAJ (60).  

2) 0.5 Å – ~2.5 Å: The last frame of the umbrella with the reaction coordinate value 

of the initial distance in the ion exchange event was used as the initial structure for a set 

of consecutive 2 ns molecular dynamics simulations to direct the ion to 0.5 Å on the 

reaction coordinate. The umbrella sampling simulations in this part of the path with low 

reaction coordinate values were conducted in serial fashion, with the last frame of each 

window simulation used as the initial frame of the next window simulation with 0.1 Å 

lower reaction coordinate value. Each of these umbrellas was started with short 

equilibration simulations described in section 3.2.4.3.  

3) 7.0 Å – 20.0 Å: The initial frame of the umbrella window with reaction coordinate 

value of 6.9 Å was used as the initial structure of a short molecular dynamics simulation 

in which the leaving K+ ion was gradually directed to the bulk solvent (reaction 

coordinate = 20.0 Å) in 130 ps as follows: the pseudo-angle involving the ion and the 
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phosphorus atoms of A1071 and C1072, as well as the pseudo-dihedral involving the ion 

and the phosphorus atoms of A1073, G1071, and C1072 were kept fixed at the initial 

value with 200 kcal/molÅ2 restraints, and the reaction coordinate value was increased 

from 6.9 Å to 20.0 Å with a 100 kcal/mol-Å2 distance restraint. All other RNA heavy 

atoms were restrained in position with 20 kcal/mol-Å2 force constant to avoid potential 

conformational disruption resulting from ion displacement near the RNA atoms. Then the 

initial structures for umbrellas within this distance frame were extracted using CPPTRAJ  

(60) as well to generate the path from 7.0 Å to 20.0 Å. The window interval for the entire 

reaction coordinate was 0.1 Å. 

 

3.2.3.2 Running the umbrella sampling simulations 

Initial structures generated in parts 2 and 3 of the path were equilibrated using the 

EQ3 protocol described in section 3.2.4.3. A total of 2 ns of production molecular 

dynamics in constant pressure and temperature was performed for each umbrella along 

the whole path, during which a Langevin thermostat (111) was used with collision 

frequency of 5 ps-1 to hold temperature at 298.15 K; the SHAKE algorithm (62) was used 

to constrain the bonds involving hydrogen atoms; the direct space cutoff was set to 8.0 Å 

and particle-mesh Ewald (109) was used to calculate long-range interactions. A 2 fs time 

step was used for the production simulations and the reaction coordinate values were 

saved for every step. During equilibration and production simulations, the ion was held at 

the related umbrella value with 100 kcal/mol-Å2 distance restraint. Section 2 of the path 

was sampled in serial fashion while other sections were sampled in parallel as 

independently running simulations. This way, the reaction coordinate between 0.5 and 

20.0 Å was sampled at 0.1 Å intervals for a leaving K+ at 0, 15 and 80 mM of excess 
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Mg2+ with 2 ns simulation time per umbrella (US_MG0_K, US_MG15_K and 

US_MG80_K simulation sets).  

To examine the behavior of Mg2+ in the same position, the leaving ion was mutated 

from K+ using parmed.py program in Amber 14, and the same initial coordinates for each 

umbrella window were used. When mutating the ion to Mg2+, a Mg2+ located in bulk 

solvent was simultaneously mutated to K+ to keep the system charge neutral. This way, 

the reaction coordinate between 0.5 and 20.0 Å was sampled at 0.1 Å intervals for a 

leaving Mg2+ at 0, 15 and 80 mM of excess Mg2+ with 2 ns simulation time per umbrella 

(US_MG0_MG, US_MG15_MG and US_MG80_MG simulation sets). For no excess 

Mg2+ scenario, the reaction coordinate was also sampled for a leaving Na+ ion with 

mutating the K+ to Na+ (US_MG0_NA set). The Na+ simulation was performed to 

compare the affinity of the pocket for Na+ and K+ as a test for experimental agreement 

(93,94). 

Two additional umbrella sampling simulations were conducted for excess Mg2+ 

concentrations of 15 mM and 80 mM for either Mg58 or K58 leaving the binding pocket 

where Mg163 was moved to random positions far from the RNA using CPPTRAJ (60) in 

the initial structure of each umbrella (US_MG15_K_163, US_MG80_K_163, 

US_MG15_MG_163, US_MG80_MG_163 sets). To examine the effect of magnesium 

parameters on its free energy of binding, the Lennard-Jones parameters of all magnesium 

residues in the K+->Mg2+ mutated system in the first scenario were changed to the 

parameters developed by Åqvist (21) as well as HFE and IOD parameters developed by 

Li et al. (23) (US_MG0_MG_AQV, US_MG0_MG_HFE and US_MG0_MG_IOD sets).  
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3.2.3.3 Calculating the potential of mean force (PMF) 

The histograms of the reaction coordinate values for the umbrellas were analyzed 

with CPPTRAJ (60) and extra umbrellas were initiated where the overlap between 

umbrellas was poor. The WHAM method (112,113) as implemented by Alan Grossfield1 

was used to generate the potential of mean force from the umbrella sampling simulations.  

 

3.2.4 Equilibration protocols 

3.2.4.1 EQ1 

This protocol was used for COMPETITION_1, COMPETITION_2, HYDRATION 

and MG0 simulations sets: 1) 1000 steps of steepest descent, followed by conjugate 

gradient energy minimization with 25 kcal/mol-Å2 positional restraints on RNA atoms. 2) 

The systems were heated up to 150 K in 100 ps of constant volume MD simulation while 

RNA atoms were restrained with the same force constant. 3) The systems were heated up 

to 298.15 K in 100 ps of constant pressure MD simulations while RNA atoms were 

restrained with a 5 kcal/mol-Å2 force constant. 4) A 5 ns MD simulation was performed 

for each copy in constant pressure with 0.5 kcal/mol-Å2 positional restraint on RNA 

atoms. In the equilibration steps, time step was set to 1 fs, SHAKE (62) was used to 

constrain all bonds to hydrogen atoms and a Langevin thermostat was used with collision 

frequency of 2 ps-1 to control temperature (66,67). Also, the direct space cutoff was set to 

8.0 Å  and particle-mesh Ewald (64) was used to calculate long-range interactions. The 

equilibration steps were performed using pmemd.MPI in Amber 12. 

 

                                                

1 http://membrane.urmc.rochester.edu/sites/default/files/wham/doc.html 
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3.2.4.2 EQ2 

This protocol was used for MG15 and MG80 sets: 1) 1000 steps of steepest descent 

energy minimization with RNA heavy atoms restrained in position with 5 kcal/mol-Å2 2) 

15 ps molecular dynamics with RNA heavy atoms restrained in position with 5 kcal/mol-

Å2 in constant volume and constant temperature of 298.15 K 3) 1000 steps of steepest 

descent energy minimization with RNA heavy atoms restrained in position with 2 

kcal/mol-Å2 4) 1000 steps of steepest descent energy minimization with RNA heavy 

atoms restrained in position with 0.1 kcal/mol-Å2 5) 1000 steps of steepest descent 

energy minimization with no restraints. 6) 5 ps molecular dynamics in constant pressure 

and temperature with 1 kcal/mol-Å2 force constant restraint on RNA heavy atoms 7) 1 ns 

molecular dynamics in constant pressure and temperature 0.5 kcal/mol-Å2 force constant 

restraint on RNA heavy atoms 8) The same as in step 7 with restraint on backbone RNA 

atoms 9) The same as step 7 with no restraints. The molecular dynamics time steps were 

1 fs for the steps before step 9 and 4 fs in step 9. SHAKE algorithm (62) was applied in 

steps 6 to 9. 

 

3.2.4.3 EQ3 

This protocol was used in umbrella simulations of the Umbrella Sampling in section 2 

and 3 of the path: 1) 2000 cycle steepest descent energy minimization with 5 kcal/mol-Å2 

RNA heavy atom restraint 2) 50 ps equilibration with such 1 kcal/mol-Å2 restraint. In 

section 3 of the path (7.0 Å – 20.0 Å), directing pseudo-angle and pseudo-dihedral 

restraints were also applied in equilibration phases.  
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3.3 Results 

3.3.1 MD simulations exploring preferential ion binding in the pocket 

To assess occupancy of the monovalent binding site, molecular dynamic simulations 

were performed with different ion compositions to probe preferential ion binding. The 

GAC RNA was solvated in TIP3P water with total added 28 Mg2+ (neutralizing amount) 

and 28 K+ ions (plus 28 neutralizing Cl-). The ions were initially located at random 

positions within the simulation box with the minimum distance of 6 Å from any RNA 

atom and 4 Å from each other. Because of the long exchange rates for Mg2+ ions (29), it 

is not possible to converge the Mg2+ exchange events with a single simulation given the 

current simulation time scales we are able to achieve. Therefore, we increased the 

number of simulation copies and simulation length per copy to ideally improve the 

sampling within the capabilities of available resources. Twenty copies of the simulation 

were generated with initial placement of the ions at different random positions. 1 µs of 

production simulation was performed for each copy as described in the Methods section. 

To better understand the influence of the ion binding on the tertiary structure, as opposed 

to the folding, the RNA crystal conformation was restrained with 0.5 kcal/mol-Å2 

positional restraints on all RNA atoms (COMPETITION_1 set).  

Figure 3.3 illustrates the proximity of the ion to the ion binding pocket by plotting the 

distance of the closest potassium and magnesium to the center of mass of the phosphate 

atoms of A1070, C1072 and A1073 in the tight ion binding pocket. The distance of the 

bound potassium to this center of mass point is 0.97 Å in the crystal structure (1HC8), 

which, as can be seen in Figure 3.3, is not rigidly maintained in the simulations due to 

fluctuations in the position of the ion and the residues in the binding pocket. Starting with 

an empty binding pocket, in most cases, the binding pocket became occupied by 
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potassium during the equilibrium stages, although due to the ion randomization in the 

initial structures, 8 copies had closer Mg2+ ion to the pocket and 12 copies had closer K+ 

ion to the pocket in their initial structures and the distances to the closest ions of different 

types were very similar. However, among 20 copies, the pocket was occupied by 

magnesium during only one simulation (shown as cyan). This ratio implies that the 

occupancy of the pocket by K+ is preferred over Mg2+, but the difference between free 

energies of binding of two ions is not high enough to completely prevent Mg2+ from 

binding.  

Simultaneous occupancy of K58 and Mg163 positions occurred in only two copies 

(shown as indigo and black).  Interestingly, in one of these copies (black), the chelated 

magnesium stayed closer to the K58 pocket and the potassium pocket remained only 

partially occupied by a potassium that remained close to the pocket, but far from the 

bound magnesium. The buried pocket was also partially occupied in the simulation copy 

indicated as brown. The violet copy in the bottom of Figure 3.3 indicates occupancy of 

Mg167 site by magnesium while the buried pocket was occupied by potassium. In 

summary, the buried ion binding pocket was occupied by magnesium in only one of the 

simulation copy, and only two other copies showed simultaneous occupancy of K58 and 

Mg163 (Figure 3.4).  

Similar ion-competition simulations were repeated for 500 ns but without any 

restraints on the RNA in order to capture any potential differences in the occupancy of 

the binding pocket caused by subtle RNA conformational changes (COMPETITION_2 

set). The results (Figure 3.5) show almost similar statistics for ion occupancy in the K58 

and Mg163 sites although there is more flexibility in the position of the bound K+, which 

is reasonable due to the greater flexibility of the RNA conformation.  
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The bound K+ is located within 2.7-3.5 Å distance from six oxygen atoms in the 

crystal structure (96) as illustrated in Figure 3.2. Figure 3.6 shows the distributions of the 

ion distances in the pocket to these oxygen atoms in the COMPETITON_1 simulations to 

analyze if the ion retains its exact crystallographic position within the pocket or shifts 

position towards the sides. According to the short-distance major peaks in Figure 3.6, the 

location of the bound K+ during the RNA-restrained simulations was similar to the crystal 

structure with some flexibility in the binding pocket. Sharper short distance peaks for 

OP2 atoms of A1070 and C1072 compared to wider and bimodal distributions for other 

four atoms implies the tendency of the bound K+ to shift toward the Mg163 binding site 

within its own pocket while Mg163 is absent in its crystallographic position. This shift is 

also seen in Table 3.1, which compares the crystallographic distance of the K+ in the 

pocket to the pocket oxygen atoms with average of those distances generated by the 

simulations. The position of the bound K+ in the unrestrained competitive simulations is 

also similar to that of restrained simulations (Figure 3.7.) although the peaks for K+ 

distance from O3’ of A1060 and O5’ of C1072 are less sharp.  

The absence of a bound Mg2+ in position of Mg163 in most simulation copies and the 

simultaneous shift of the bound potassium towards this position in these simulations 

imply that the crystallographic occurrence of the Mg163 might be a result of the crystal 

conditions. When Mg163 position lacks Mg2+, the bound potassium might tend to shift 

towards this position rather than being in a middle of the buried binding pocket. 

However, the possibility of K+ being in different positions within the binding pocket 

cannot be justified based on the bimodal distribution of ion distances from C1072 and 

A1073. In fact, such observation can be a force field and/or convergence artifact related 

to the simulations. Currently no experimental evidence is available to support it. 
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In the crystal structure (96), the K+ binding pocket is isolated from the solvent by 

RNA. Therefore, it is feasible that the ion is partially or completely dehydrated. No water 

density is visible around the bound K+. In solution and in simulations with TIP3P waters, 

K+ has 5/6 waters in its first hydration shell. During the ion competition simulations, the 

bound potassium was often only partially dehydrated with 3 or 4 water residues in its first 

solvation shell (Figure 3.8.), implying that the pocket can accommodate a potassium ion 

together with some of its first shell waters, allowing the bound potassium to move. The 

crystal structures do not contain any waters in the pocket, but fully dehydrating a 

potassium or magnesium upon binding is energetically costly, and hence, very unlikely. 

For further investigation of the role of hydration, we set up 20 copies of short MD 

simulations (10 ns) using the 1HC8 structure to monitor the possible diffusion of the 

water molecules into the pocket (HYDRATION set). The RNA and K58, Mg163 and 

Mg167 were restrained to their crystallographic positions. The results show that (Table 

3.1), the water molecules can leak into the pocket and directly interact with K+ (Figure 

3.8). However, the comparison between two histograms in Figure 3.8. reveals that the 

greater chance of having more waters in the pocket and around the ion in ion competition 

simulations is probably a result of ion displacement from the pocket. Yet, the presence of 

3-4 water residues in both simulations supports our hypothesis that the ion in the pocket 

is partially dehydrated even in its crystal conditions (noting that the lack of ion hydration 

in the crystal could be simply due to its omission during the refinement). 

 

3.3.2 Ion pull-out umbrella sampling 

Although the observed preference of potassium over magnesium in occupying the 

binding site in these simulations may be caused by thermodynamic favorability of 
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potassium in the pocket, one cannot rule out the possibility that the higher kinetic barrier 

for magnesium dehydration has prevented it from populating the pocket within the 

simulation timescale. To distinguish between these scenarios, we calculated the free 

energy needed to pull out different ions from the potassium binding site to the bulk 

solvent using umbrella sampling (see Methods for details). The crystallographic 

magnesium ions were retained in all experiments and 0 Mg2+, 15 mM Mg2+ and 80 mM 

Mg2+ were added to independent MD simulation experiments. 80 mM Mg2+ is similar to 

the crystallization conditions of the 1QA6 and 1HC8 structures (97).  

A series of molecular dynamics simulations were performed during which the ion 

(Na, K, or Mg) was restrained to set positions along a reaction coordinate. The reaction 

coordinate was the distance of the ion to the center of mass of nine phosphate groups of 

A1070, C1072 and A1073 (phosphorus and two nonbridging oxygen atoms of each 

residue), referred to hereafter as the “anchor point.” The crystallographic distance on this 

reaction coordinate for the bound K+ is 0.97 Å in the 1HC8 crystal structure. 

To prepare the initial structures for each umbrella, unrestrained MD was performed in 

three to six copies for each system (MG0, MG15 and MG80 sets) to capture ion exit 

events as the inserted ion in the pocket leaves the RNA. One ion exit was observed 

during 1 µs simulation in 2 copies of MG0 and 4 copies of MG15 and MG80.  

The trajectory frames in which the leaving K+ was less than 6.9 Å from the anchor 

point were extracted from a given simulation to be used as initial structures for related 

windows. After 6.9 Å, the ion was free and well exposed to the solvent, and was directed 

to 20 Å (bulk solvent) with a 130 ps simulation. Frames from this simulation were used 

to obtain the initial umbrella structures from 6.9 to 20 Å. Umbrellas were spaced 0.1 Å 

from each other. A total of 2 ns of molecular dynamics simulation was performed for 
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each umbrella. The ion was restrained using a harmonic distance restraint with 100 

kcal/mol-Å2 force constant for each umbrella. Such a large restraint was required 

especially at some distance ranges close to the RNA to keep the ion in the desired 

window. The ion was also directed from the lowest umbrella to 0.5 Å on the reaction 

coordinate with a series of 2 ns umbrella simulations in which the last frame of a 

simulation was used as the initial frame of the next. 

This GAC RNA adopts its tertiary structure in 0.1 mM Mg2+ with 100 mM K+; 5 mM 

Mg2+ with 100 mM Na+; or 5 mM Mg2+ with 100 mM NH4
+ (114). Here, we replace K+ 

in the crystallographic pocket with Mg2+ and Na+, to look directly at the free energy of 

different ion occupancy in the pocket. If this pocket is the site of specific Mg2+ or K+ 

binding, then their binding free energies should correlate with experimental solution data 

(96,99). The sampling was repeated with mutating the leaving K+ to Mg2+ (in all 

scenarios) and Na+ (in the scenario with no excess Mg2+). According to the experiments 

done by Wang Y.X. et. al., not only is a specific monovalent ion interaction needed for 

folding of a similar construct of the GAC RNA, but K+ stabilizes its tertiary structure 

better than Na+ (93,94). 

To see if this preference is observed in the K+ pocket of 1HC8 structure, we also set 

tested Na+ in ion pull-out simulations. This would support the hypothesis that this pocket 

is the actual monovalent ion-binding pocket, which is expected from those experiments. 

Also, to examine the effect of Mg163 on the binding of each ion to the monovalent ion 

pocket, the Mg163 was moved to a far random position in the initial structure of each 

window and the simulations were repeated. The exception was in the system with no 

excess Mg2+ in which Mg163 had already dissociated before the K+ ion exchange event. 

In the resulting PMF plots (Figure 3.9), the free energy of binding for each ion can be 
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calculated as the difference between the PMF value at 20 Å and in the pocket-related well 

at < 3 Å.  All plots use a common and arbitrary zero of free energy of the free ion at 20.0 

Å from the ion binding pocket. Slightly different minima on the reaction coordinate for 

different ions highlights the point that they have different binding modes within the 

pocket. The PMFs for binding in the absence of Mg163 suggest that the K+ ion is binding 

tighter as the concentration of the magnesium increases, however, this is likely an artifact 

of the zero of the PMF; instead, likely it is destabilization of the unbound state (rather 

than tighter  binding) due to the increased ionic density. 

PMF calculations show that binding of Mg2+ to the monovalent binding pocket is 

always energetically less favorable than binding of K+. Binding of Mg2+ is energetically 

less favorable than binding of Na+ in the case with no excess Mg2+. These data support 

the hypothesis that the  pocket is specific for monovalent ions (96) and agree with the 

experimental observations that K+ stabilizes the GAC RNA tertiary structure better than a 

bound Na+ (93,94). 

In presence of Mg2+ in Mg163 position, it is unfavorable for Mg2+ and K+ ions to bind 

to the pocket. This agrees with the observation in ion-competition simulations that show 

crystallographic localization of Mg163 and K58 is mutually exclusive. However, in 80 

mM Mg2+ simulations, binding of potassium inside the pocket and in the bulk solvent is 

almost iso-energetic (when Mg163 occupies the crystallographic binding site). 

In absence of Mg2+ in Mg163 position and with no excess Mg2+ ions, the binding of 

potassium to the pocket is about -2 kcal/mol favorable, the binding of sodium is almost 

iso-energetic inside the pocket and in the bulk water, and there is about +3 kcal/mol 

energetic penalty for the binding of magnesium. However, the free energy difference for 

having K+ versus Mg2+ in the absence of Mg2+ in the Mg163 position gets smaller with 
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increasing bulk Mg2+ concentration. Therefore, mixed occupancy of K+ and Mg2+ in this 

pocket in the whole ensemble seems possible especially at higher Mg2+ concentrations.  

Since the binding site is buried inside the RNA, the ions do not go through a smooth 

path when leaving it and so the PMF plots look rough. The small bumps on the PMF 

plots represent transient interaction of ions with other RNA atoms along their path. There 

are several other binding modes near the monovalent ion binding site at 3 and 4 Å on the 

reaction coordinate. These binding modes can be described as chelation of the ions to a 

nonbridging oxygen atom of U1097 on their path to the bulk solvent. However, when 

comparing the PMF plots of each ion type in different scenarios, it should be considered 

that the paths were generated from independent simulations, and therefore, the same 

points on the same ion type plots in different scenarios might not exactly represent the 

same ion-RNA interactions.  

We expect the free energy values would vary to some extent with using different ion 

models (21-23). To test how the magnesium binding to this pocket might be affected by 

different magnesium models, a magnesium pulling experiment was repeated.  We chose 

conditions with no excess magnesium scenario, using crystallographic initial structures. 

Mg2+ parameters  included the traditional Åqvist parameters (21) and HFE and IOD 

parameters developed by Li et al. (23). The two latter sets are designed to reproduce 

correct hydration free energy and correct ion-oxygen distance, respectively. Ion 

dehydration energy and ion-oxygen interactions are two determining elements in ion 

binding to the GAC  pocket (96). 

PMF plots for these four magnesium models are shown in Figure 3.10. The HFE 

model causes an increase in the dehydration barrier for the ion to enter the binding site 

without a significant change in the binding free energy. The IOD and Allnér-Nilsson-
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Villa models give very similar results. Åqvist parameters have a small effect on the 

dehydration barrier, but enhance binding energy by about -1 kcal/mol. The calculated 

PMFs for the different Mg2+ models vary in magnitude, but none exceed the binding free 

energy of K+ ions. 

 

3.4 Conclusions 

Both ion competition molecular dynamics and ion pull out umbrella sampling 

simulations agree that binding of potassium is preferred over magnesium in the binding 

site (Figure 3.3, 3.5, 3.9). The simulations that facilitate competition between K+ and 

Mg2+ show very fewer Mg2+ binding. However, Mg2+ is not completely blocked from the 

monovalent pocket, which is in agreement with the PMF result as the difference of free 

energy of binding between K+ and Mg2+, and is not huge in absence of Mg163. This 

supports the identification of potassium in this pocket as described by Conn et al. (96) 

rather than magnesium as suggested by Wimberly et al. (92). Also, preference of K+ over 

Na+ in this pocket in low Mg2+ concentration ion pull-out simulations agrees with the 

trend in melting experiments observed by Lu and Draper (114) and Wang et al. (93) 

where K+/Mg2+ more efficiently stabilized the GAC tertiary structure than other 

monovalent and divalent ions (93,114). This agreement further supports the hypothesis 

that the K58 position is the monovalent ion-binding site. 

Since Wimberly et al. have not discussed the details for Mg2+ identification in the 

K/Mg58 position as their crystal structure shows, it is possible that the ion has been 

misidentified in that position; while more elaborate experiments have led to accurate 

identification of K+ is that position later by Conn et al. (96) Further support for such 

conclusion comes from the fact that the closest coordinating oxygen atom in 1MMS (OP1 
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of A1073)(92) is located 2.6 Å away from the chelated Mg2+ (Table 3.1), while the mean 

experimental value for Mg2+-O distances in RNA structures is 2.08 Å  according to the 

Cambridge Structural Database (115,116) and distances longer than 2.4 Å are suspected 

to be misidentified (116). However, based on the results from the ion pull-out simulations 

and the free energy difference between K+ vs. Mg2+ for their binding to the pocket 

(Figure 3.9), it is not surprising if magnesium is observed in the pocket at higher 

magnesium concentrations which are used in crystallization conditions. But it is 

important to note that the free energy difference would dictate potassium binding at lower 

concentrations such as those which have been used in melting experiments; and therefore, 

it is very likely that the chelated monovalent ion described in those experiments have 

been actually bound to this pocket (93,94). 

The MD simulations suggest that occupancy of the Mg163 and K58 positions by 

related ions are mutually exclusive at lower Mg2+ concentrations. Occupancy of the 

Mg163 site in the presence of potassium in the pocket is more likely to be cause by high 

magnesium concentration in crystallography conditions. 

In the cell, K+ concentration is typically estimated at ~150 mM and free Mg2+ at 1-2 

mM. Our pulling experiments suggest that in these solution conditions, the Mg163 site 

will be unoccupied, while K58 is stably bound. Regardless of magnesium concentration 

and magnesium Mg163 occupancy and utilized magnesium model, potassium binding is 

always more favorable than magnesium binding to the monovalent binding site. In the 

absence of an Mg2+ ion, the pocket will be more accessible to water molecules. Mobile 

water molecules could relax the pocket geometry, allowing more mobility of the 

nucleotides and also exchange of the bound K+. 
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Table 3.1. Ion distances in the pocket. Distance of the closest K+ and the oxygen atoms in 
the monovalent pocket from 20 µs aggregate trajectory of ion competition molecular 
dynamics (COMPETITION_1 set) and 200 ns aggregate trajectory of ion hydration 
simulations (HYDRATION set) using the 1HC8 crystal structure. Errors are standard 
deviations.  

Pocket oxygen 
atoms 

Crystallographic 
distance 
according to 
1HC8 (Å) 

Crystallographic 
distance 
according to 
1MMS (Å) 

Average  
distance (Å) 
in ion 
competition 
simulations 

Average 
distance (Å) 
in ion 
hydration 
simulations 

A1069@O3’ 3.2 3.0 3.7 ± 1.1 3.2 ± 0.2 
A1070@OP2 2.7 2.8 3.1 ± 0.9 3.0 ± 0.2 
C1072@OP1 2.9 2.9 3.2 ± 0.7 3.0 ± 0.2 
C1072@OP2 3.3 3.4 3.2 ± 0.8 3.0 ± 0.2 
C1072@O5’ 3.5 3.8 4.1 ± 0.6 3.4 ± 0.2 
A1073@OP1 2.8 2.6 4.6 ± 1.7 2.7 ± 0.1 
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Table 3.2. List of the simulations done in this work. * US: Umbrella Sampling. 

Set Type Condition Length Purpose 
COMPETITION_1 Classic MD 28 K+, Mg2+, Cl- 

/ restrained 
RNA 

1 µs per 20 
copies 

Ion competition 
in occupying 
K/Mg58 pocket 

COMPETITION_2 Classic MD 28 K+, Mg2+, Cl- 
/ unrestrained 
RNA 

0.5 µs per 
20 copies 

Ion competition 
in occupying 
K/Mg58 pocket 

HYDRATION Classic MD 28 K+, Mg2+, Cl- 
with ions in 
crystallographic 
sites of K58, 
Mg163 and 
Mg167/ 
restrained RNA 
and 
crystallographic 
ions 

10 ns per 
20 copies 

Hydration of 
K58 in 
crystallographic 
position  

MG0 US* Crystallographic 
ions, 
neutralizing K+, 
100 mM excess 
KCl, no excess 
MgCl2  

1 µs per 3 
copies 

Tracking 
leaving K+ 

MG15 US* Crystallographic 
ions, 
neutralizing K+, 
100 mM excess 
KCl, 15 mM 
excess MgCl2 

1 µs per 6 
copies 

Tracking 
leaving K+ 

MG80 US* Crystallographic 
ions, 
neutralizing K+, 
100 mM excess 
KCl, 80 mM 
excess MgCl2 

1 µs per 6 
copies 

Tracking 
leaving K+ 

US_MG0_K US* MG0 conditions 
/ leaving K+ 

2 ns per 
196 
umbrellas 

PMF 
calculation 

US_MG15_K US* MG15 
conditions / 
leaving K+ 

2 ns per 
196 
umbrellas 

PMF 
calculation 

US_MG80_K US* MG80 
conditions / 
leaving K+ 

2 ns per 
196 
umbrellas 

PMF 
calculation 
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Set 

 
Type 

 
Condition 

 
Length 

 
Purpose 

US_MG0_MG US* MG0 conditions 
/ leaving Mg2+ 

2 ns per 
196 
umbrellas 

PMF 
calculation 

US_MG15_MG US* MG15 
conditions / 
leaving Mg2+ 

2 ns per 
196 
umbrellas 

PMF 
calculation 

US_MG80_MG US* MG80 
conditions / 
leaving Mg2+ 

2 ns per 
196 
umbrellas 

PMF 
calculation 

US_MG0_NA US* MG0 conditions 
/ leaving Na+ 

2 ns per 
196 
umbrellas 

PMF 
calculation 

US_MG15_K_163 US* MG15 
conditions / 
leaving K+ and 
no Mg163 

2 ns per 
196 
umbrellas 

PMF 
calculation 

US_MG80_K_163 US* MG80 
conditions / 
leaving K+ and 
no Mg163 

2 ns per 
196 
umbrellas 

PMF 
calculation 

US_MG15_MG_163 US* MG15 
conditions / 
leaving Mg2+ 
and no Mg163 

2 ns per 
196 
umbrellas 

PMF 
calculation 

US_MG80_MG_163 US* MG80 
conditions / 
leaving Mg2+ 
and no Mg163 

2 ns per 
196 
umbrellas 

PMF 
calculation 

US_MG0_MG_AQV US* MG0 conditions 
/ leaving Mg2+ 
with modified 
Mg2+ 
parameters 

2 ns per 
196 
umbrellas 

PMF 
calculation 

US_MG0_MG_HFE US* MG0 conditions 
/ leaving Mg2+ 
with modified 
Mg2+ 
parameters 

2 ns per 
196 
umbrellas 

PMF 
calculation 

US_MG0_MG_IOD US* MG0 conditions 
/ leaving Mg2+ 
with modified 
Mg2+ 
parameters 

2 ns per 
196 
umbrellas 

PMF 
calculation 

 

Table 3.2 continued 
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Figure 3.1. Overlay of the GAC RNA crystal structures 1HC8 (cyan ribbon) and 1MMS 
(yellow ribbon). The bulged region of A1070, G1071 and C1072 (red atoms and bonds) 
is clamped between the U-turns U1065-A1069 (blue atoms and bonds) and the hairpin 
C1092-G1099 (magenta atoms and bonds). Atoms and bonds of both structures are 
illustrated. The Mg163 and Mg167 (green spheres) have the same identity in two 
structures, but K58 (purple sphere) is identified as potassium in 1HC8 and as magnesium 
in 1MMS. Atoms of other residues and hydrogen atoms are not shown for clarity. The 
molecular graphics were generated with Chimera 1.9 (117). 
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Figure 3.2. Potassium binding pocket according to Conn et al. (PDB entry 1HC8) (96). 
The potassium is represented as a purple sphere, and magnesium ions as green spheres. 
The nucleic acid backbone is in licorice representation, with phosphorus atoms in yellow, 
carbon atoms in grey and oxygen atoms in red. Base atoms are not shown for clarity, 
except U1094 whose O4 is bound to Mg167. The bound potassium is directly chelated to 
six phosphate oxygen atoms A1069@O3’, A1070@OP2, C1072@O5’,OP1,OP2 and 
A1073@OP1 (@ denotes atom). Mg163 directly bridges between A1070@OP2 and 
C1072@OP1 and is located at 4.2 Å distance from the bound potassium. Mg167 is 
directly bound to A1073@OP2 and U1094@O4 and is located at 5.7 Å distance from the 
bound potassium (OP1 and OP2 are nonbridging oxygen atoms of the nucleotides). The 
figure is generated with Chimera 1.9 (117). 
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Figure 3.3. Distance of the closest K+ (top) and Mg2+ (bottom) to the center of mass of 
the phosphorus and two non-bridging oxygen atoms of A1070, C1072 and A1073 (named 
as the reaction coordinate anchor point) during the ion competition simulations with 
restrained RNA (COMPETITION_1). Each line represents running averaged data over 10 
ns windows for one of the 20 copies. The blue dashed line represents the crystallographic 
distance to the bound potassium. The arrows are markers for points of interest that are 
further discussed in the text. 
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Figure 3.4. Occupancy of the Mg163 site as measured via fraction of direct binding 
(distances less than 3) between two oxygen atoms at Mg163 site and any Mg2+ ion in the 
20 copies of restrained ion competition (COMPETITION_1) simulations. Only 2 copies 
out of 20 show occupation of Mg163 with magnesium, while the site remains empty of 
magnesium in other copies. In copy 18, the K+ was shifted away from the Mg163 site. 
The fractions were calculated using hbond analysis in CPPTRAJ program. 
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Figure 3.5. Distance of the closest K+ (top) and Mg2+ (bottom) to the center of mass of 
the phosphorus and two non-bridging oxygen atoms of A1070, C1072 and A1073 (named 
as reaction coordinate anchor point) during the ion competition simulations with 
unrestrained RNA. Each line represents running averaged data with 10 ns window for one 
of the 20 copies. The blue dashed line represents the crystallographic distance to the 
bound potassium. The simulation copy indicated by green arrow is the only one other 
than those discussed in RNA-restrained simulations which showed occupancy of Mg163 
with a chelated magnesium ion. The bound potassium in K58 site is shifted away from 
the chelated magnesium in this copy as well. 
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Figure 3.6. Histograms of distances of the bound K+ in the pocket to the six 
crystallographic interacting oxygen atoms in 20 µs aggregate trajectory of RNA-
restrained ion competition simulations (COMPETITION_1). 
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Figure 3.7. Histograms of distances of the bound K+ in the pocket to the six 
crystallographic interacting oxygen atoms in 20 µs aggregate trajectory of unrestrained 
ion competition simulations (COMPETITION_2). 
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Figure 3.8. Distribution of waters in the first solvation shell of the bound K+ in 20 µs 
aggregate trajectory of ion competition simulations and 200 ns aggregate trajectory of ion 
hydration simulations. 
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Figure 3.9. PMF profiles for pulling out K+, Mg2+ and Na+ from the GAC RNA 
monovalent ion binding site. Reaction coordinate represents the distance between the ion 
and anchor. The PMF plots were generated using the second 1 ns window in each 
umbrella. All the PMF plots were arbitrarily shifted to zero relative to their magnitude at 
20.0 Å. 
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Figure 3.10. PMF profiles for pulling out Mg2+ from the GAC RNA monovalent ion 
binding site with different magnesium models. PMF plots are calculated with the same 
conditions described in Figure 3.9. 

 

 



 

 

CHAPTER 4 

 

INVESTIGATING THE ION-DEPENDENCE OF THE FIRST UNFOLDING  

STEP OF GTPASE-ASSOCIATING CENTER RIBOSOMAL RNA 

 

This research project has been designed by Hamed S. Hayatshahi and Thomas E. 

Cheatham, III. The chapter was primarily written by H. S. Hayatshahi and edited by 

Christina Bergonzo and T. E. Cheatham, III. 

 

4.1 Introduction 

The folding of RNA molecules into their functional structures depends on their 

interaction with diffuse, associated, and bound cations that neutralize the RNA phosphate 

groups and trigger the formation of complex tertiary structures (80,82). In bulk solvent, 

diffuse “hydrated” cations can transiently interact with RNA atoms. In contrast, bound or 

chelated ions bind to the RNA atoms directly, a process that involves displacement of one 

or more water residues in the first hydration shell of the ion and RNA. This partial 

dehydration requires overcoming a considerable energetic barrier (~12 kcal/mol for 

removing one water molecule from the first shell of magnesium (22)) in the process of 

ion binding, especially for magnesium ((82).  

The 58-nucleotide RNA in the GTPase-Associating Center (GAC RNA) has been 

extensively investigated to better understand RNA-ion interactions (92-99). This highly 
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conserved RNA structure interacts with the L11 protein in the 23S ribosomal subunit to 

facilitate GTP hydrolysis during transcription (118). Thermal unfolding experiments have 

shown that a bound monovalent ion (with preference for NH4
+ and K+ over other 

monovalent cations such as Li+, Na+, Rb+ and Cs+) is crucial in stabilizing the tertiary 

structure of the GAC RNA (93,94). According to UV absorbance experiments, thermal 

unfolding of GAC RNA involves two distinct transitions each at different temperatures 

(95). Higher concentrations of magnesium and other divalent ions increase the 

temperature at which the first transition occurs, while not affecting the second transition 

(95).  These experiments, when combined with crystallography at high magnesium 

concentrations, indicate specific divalent ion binding sites, and imply the first unfolding 

transition of GAC RNA is affected by divalent ion concentration. The available 

consensus crystal structures of the GAC RNA (PDBs: 1MMS and 1HC8) (92,96), as well 

as a hydroxyl radical foot printing experiment, suggest that a chelated magnesium is 

directly bound to the O4 of U1094 and OP2 of A1073 that belong to two loops (1092-

1098 and 1070-1073, respectively) which are in close proximity in the tertiary structure; 

this magnesium is also 5.7 Å away from a buried monovalent ion (Figure 4.1) (99). 

Despite many experimental studies and theoretical calculations with nonlinear 

Poisson-Boltzmann methods (98), a clear model has not been devised to physically or 

structurally describe the transitions observed in thermal unfolding of GAC RNA. The 

simultaneous roles of diffuse and bound cations in stabilizing this RNA tertiary structure, 

as well as the presence of both monovalent and divalent ions in experiments, makes it 

difficult to generate models that specifically distinguish the role of one ion type from the 

other, and to probe the related structural changes during folding and unfolding transitions. 

Advances in molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have provided the means for physical 
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descriptions of conformational changes of RNA molecules as influenced by magnesium. 

For example, recent work in our lab demonstrated spontaneous conversion of the 

relatively dynamic magnesium free structure of the stem loop V (SLV) RNA to the 

magnesium-bound structure when Mg2+ was added, effectively stabilizing the structure  

(119). It was also shown that such folding effect is reproducible using different 

magnesium models although magnesium chelation properties were found to be slightly 

different (120). Related examples use MD to describe the influence of the absence and 

presence of bound ligand on the breaking up of specific kissing loop interactions in the 

Add A-riboswitch (121), and provide energetic insight into the migration of a specific 

catalytic magnesium from the C-site to the bridging site in both reactant and activated 

precursor states in the hammerhead ribozyme with all atom umbrella sampling 

simulations (122).  

In this work, we use all atom MD simulations and umbrella sampling to probe the 

conformational changes related to the first unfolding transition of the GAC RNA, with 

regards to the role of a bound magnesium ion. Based on our initial observations in 

simulations in the absence of any ions, where loop interactions were rapidly destabilized, 

we hypothesized that the physical equivalent of the first transition event observed in the 

unfolding experiments (95) is separation of two loops, specifically the two loops from 

residues 1070-1073 and also 1092-1098. Given the presence of the chelated magnesium 

ion which bridges between these two loops in the crystal structures, we further 

hypothesized that this binding site plays the important role in the first GAC RNA 

unfolding transition as described by Bukhman and Draper (95). We show that the 

stability of the folded GAC RNA is increased by the presence of this chelated Mg2+ ion, 

and, despite increasing diffuse Mg2+ ion concentration, in the absence of the chelated ion, 
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the folded structure is less stable relative to the partially unfolded state. 

 

4.2 Methods 

The simulations which were performed in this project are described in this section as 

follows. 

 

4.2.1 Ion-free simulations (IF-R and IF-UnR) 

The GAC RNA in the crystal structure 1HC8 (96) was used as the initial structure for 

all simulations in this work. Hydrogen atoms were added to the RNA and all ions and 

crystallographic water residues were stripped using UCSF Chimera (117). The resulting 

structure was solvated using the tLEaP program in Amber 14 (65) in TIP3P water (56) in 

a truncated octahedral box with a minimum distance of 12 Å between its edges and the 

solute. The ff99 (51,123) force field with parmbsc0 α/γ (52) and χOL3 (53) modifications 

was used to build the topology. The structure was equilibrated in with a nine-step 

protocol as described in the following equilibration protocol section. Six production 

simulations were initiated from the same equilibrated structure, assigned different initial 

random velocities with random seeds to prevent synchronization (67) and extended to 10 

ns in NPT conditions with pressure relaxation time of 5 ps (IF-UnR set). The time step 

for the production simulations was set to 2 fs and structures were saved to the trajectory 

file every 1 ps. The temperature was set to 298.15 K using Langevin algorithm (111) with 

5 ps-1 collision rate and SHAKE (62) was used to constrain the bonds to hydrogen atoms. 

The cut off for direct space interactions was set to 8.0 Å and particle-mesh Ewald was 

used for calculating the long-range interactions (64) with default parameters.  

PMEMD.MPI in Amber 14 was used to run the simulations. To prepare the IF-R set, six 
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production simulations as described above were repeated with 0.5 kcal/mol-Å2 positional 

restraints on residues 1092-1098. 

 

4.2.2. Equilibration protocol 

The solvated initial structure was energy minimized in 1000 steps with steepest 

descent while RNA heavy atoms were restrained in position with 5 kcal/mol-Å2 force 

constant. 15 ps molecular dynamics was performed with 5 kcal/mol-Å2 positional 

restraints on RNA heavy atoms in NVT conditions. 1000 steps of steepest descent energy 

minimization were performed with 2 kcal/mol-Å2 positional restraints on RNA heavy 

atoms. The same energy minimization as in last step was repeated with decreased 

restraint weights of 0.1 kcal/mol-Å2, followed by the same minimization without 

restraints. 5 ps molecular dynamics was performed in NPT conditions with 1 kcal/mol-Å2 

restraints on RNA heavy atoms. SHAKE algorithm (62) was used to constrain bonds to 

hydrogen, and was applied from this step on. One nanosecond molecular dynamics in 

NPT conditions was done with 0.5 kcal/molÅ2 restraints on RNA heavy atoms. The same 

molecular dynamics was performed with the same restraints on backbone RNA atoms 

only. Then the same molecular dynamics was done with no restraints. This last step was 

not performed for equilibrating the umbrella trajectories. The molecular dynamics time 

steps were 1 fs for the steps prior to the last step and 2 fs in the last one. The weak-

coupling algorithm was used to keep the temperature at 338.15 K in all molecular 

dynamics steps (63) with temperature coupling constant of 1 ps, except  the IF-R and IF-

UnR which were done at 298.15 K with the same thermostat. All steps were done with 

particle-mesh Ewald (64). 
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4.2.3 Umbrella sampling simulations  

4.2.3.1 Preparing the initial structures for the umbrella sampling simulations 

In all umbrella sampling simulations in this work, the distance from the center of 

mass of phosphorus atoms of A1070 and A1073 to the center of mass of phosphorus 

atoms of U1094 and U1097 was used as the reaction coordinate (Figure 4.2). Umbrella 

sampling simulations were performed in parallel with 1 ns simulations for 321 umbrellas 

with 0.1 Å spacing between the reaction coordinate distances of 8.0 and 40.0 Å. The 

initial structures for the umbrellas were prepared in three different ways for three ranges 

along the reaction coordinate. 

For low range distances (8.0-9.6 Å), which represent distances between the two loops 

closer than experimentally observed, simulations started from the initial crystal of the 

GAC RNA. The structure was prepared the same way as in ion-free simulations, except 

that the crystallographic bound K+ and the loop-loop bridging  Mg2+ were retained, the 

system was neutralized by adding K+ and 1.6 M KCl (experimental KCl concentration in 

(95)) was also added. All ion positions (except the crystallographic K+ and Mg2+) were 

randomized using CPPTRAJ so that no ion was closer than 6 Å to any RNA atom and 

ions were not closer than 4 Å from each other.  Joung-Cheatham parameters (25) were 

used for monovalent ions, and Allnér-Nilsson-Villa (22) parameters were used for Mg2+. 

The system was equilibrated using the described equilibration protocol. Starting from the 

crystal reaction coordinate position (9.6 Å), the loops were pulled toward each other 

using 100 kcal/molÅ2 distance restraint over 32 ps in NPT conditions. Other simulation 

parameters were set as in IF-R production simulations. The two closest frames with 

reaction coordinate values closest to each umbrella window value were extracted from 

the resulting trajectory using CPPTRAJ program (60) to be used as initial structures in 
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two independent runs.  

For windows in the medium range distance (9.7-12.5 Å), the loops in the equilibrated 

structure as described above were also pulled away from each other using 100 kcal/mol-

Å2 distance restraint gradually in 60 ps in NPT conditions, while the charge of the 

chelated Mg2+ was temporarily set to zero using parmed.py program in Amber suite, and 

its distance to O4 atom of the U1094 was fixed at the crystallographic distance using 100 

kcal/molÅ2 distance restraint, so that the loops disengaged with the ion attached to one 

side while avoiding unwanted conformational disruptions. The initial structures for the 

umbrellas in this range were also extracted from the resulting trajectory using CPPTRAJ 

program as done for the low distance range.  

The initial structures for umbrellas in the high range distance (12.6-40.0 Å) were 

extracted from one of the IF-R production simulations using CPPTRAJ program as done 

for the low and medium distance ranges. Where specified, the bound Mg2+ was added 

manually to the O4 atom of U1094 for all US-boundMg runs. 

The above methods were used to generate the initial structures for the umbrella sampling 

simulations sets indicated in Table 4.1.  

 

4.2.3.2 Running the umbrella sampling simulations 

The initial structures in each umbrella for the US-IF, US-bound and the US-NeutK 

simulation sets without ion exclusion area were equilibrated using the described 

equilibration protocol. To initiate the umbrellas of US-unboundMg simulations, the 

bound Mg2+ in the initial frame from the RNA backbone-restrained equilibration step of 

the corresponding US-boundMg umbrella was randomized, and then this step was 

repeated followed by the production simulation. Likewise, the US-NeutK simulations 
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with ion exclusion region were initiated in the same way from the corresponding 

simulations without the ion exclusion region. The ions were restrained from entering the 

exclusion area in the last equilibration step and production steps. Then a 1 ns production 

simulation was performed for each umbrella while the reaction coordinate distance was 

fixed with 100 kcal/mol-Å2 restraint. This restraint weight provided desirable overlap 

between umbrellas and kept the sampled distance close to the umbrella distance (Figure 

4.3). The temperature in all equilibration and production runs was set to 338.15 K to 

match the highest temperature for the first GAC RNA unfolding transition in melting 

experiments done by Bukhman and Draper (Bukhman and Draper 1997). In US-neutK 

simulations with ion-free zones, all K+ ions were kept out of the zone with 10 

kcal/molÅ2 distance restraints during the equilibration and production simulations. The 

simulations were run with PMEMD.CUDA (110) and PMEMD.MPI from Amber 14 (65). 

Two independent copies of all umbrella sampling simulations were performed, each 

initiating from different initial structures which were extracted from the same trajectories. 

 

4.2.3.3 Calculating the potential of mean force (PMF) 

The version of the WHAM method (112,124) implemented by Alan Grossfield2 was 

utilized with a convergence tolerance of 10-9 to generate the PMF plots. Each umbrella 

sampling window was run for 1 ns, and only 100-300 ps chunk of trajectories was used 

by WHAM to generate PMFs. The first 100 ps was not used because it caused much very 

high energetic barrier in the PMF plots which was significantly relaxed with removing 

this chunk of data from WHAM calculations (Figure 4.4). Also the data beyond 300 ps 

                                                

2 http://membrane.urmc.rochester.edu/sites/default/files/wham/doc.html 
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was not used in WHAM calculations to enable comparison of the free energy profiles 

close to the same energetic surface as the umbrella structures deviated from the initial 

structures significantly (Figure 4.5). The PMF plots reported here are averages of plots 

obtained from the two independent runs.  

 

4.3 Results 

4.3.1 The 1070-1073 and 1093-1098 loops dissociate in absence of ions 

According to the melting experiments (95), the first conformational changes in GAC 

RNA unfolding is dependent on the ion environment. To probe those changes, we first 

performed MD simulations under non-physical conditions where no ions were present in 

the simulation environment (specifically, the IF-UnR and IF-R simulations sets). The 

immediate and consistent major conformational change observed in the structure in six 

independent copies of the simulation was the separation of the two 1070-1073 and 1092-

1098 loops, depicted in Figure 4.1A and Figure 4.1B, which happened spontaneously in 

the first few nanoseconds of the simulation (Figure 4.6A). Additionally, the U-turn 

conformation of the 1092-1098 loop was disrupted. Because of this, we further 

investigated whether the disengagement of loops was a consequence of the U-turn 

disruption by repeating the simulations with 0.5 kcal/mol-A2 positional restraints on the 

heavy atoms of residue 1092-1098. In these restrained MD simulations the same loop-

loop dissociation was observed as was seen in the unrestrained RNA simulations. 

Accordingly, we hypothesized that the distance between these loops can be used as a 

reaction coordinate describing the GAC RNA partial unfolding to its intermediate 

conformations, an event that seems to correlate with the first transition in previously 

described melting experiments because of its sensitivity to the presence of ions.  
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Umbrella sampling simulations were performed using the loop-loop distance as a 

reaction coordinate with no ions in the simulation environment to confirm the results of 

the short MD simulations (referred to as Umbrella Sampling-Ion Free simulations, US-

IF). The reaction coordinate was chosen as the distance from the center of mass of 

phosphorus atoms of A1070 and A1073 to the center of mass of phosphorus atoms of 

U1094 and U1097. The resulting potential of mean force (PMF) along this reaction 

coordinate shows a significant drop in the calculated free energy as the two 1070-1073 

and 1092-1098 loops are separated from each other, which is consistent with the very 

short time scale of the conformational change observed in unbiased MD simulations 

(Figure 4.6B). 

 

4.3.2 Presence of ions is essential for stability in the folded tertiary  

structure 

To see the extent to which minimal amounts of ions can affect the stability of the 

tertiary structure, neutralizing potassium was added in random positions around the initial 

structure of each umbrella, and 1 ns of MD was performed after equilibration (US-neutK 

simulation set). Extending the umbrella simulations to 1 ns (in this run as well as other 

umbrella sampling runs) resulted in dramatic deviation of the structures from the initial 

structures (Figure 4.5). Therefore, the first 200 ps of data after discarding 100 ps for 

equilibration was used for PMF calculations. The black line in Figure 4.7 shows that 

adding neutralizing potassium ions reversed the free energy profile in favor of the relative 

stability of the folded state, at a reaction coordinate value of 9.6 Å. The structures 

obtained from the umbrellas close to the folded state, corresponding to the global 

minimum value of the PMF plot, show accumulation of the K+ ions near the magnesium 
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ion-binding site where the two loops closely interact (Figure 4.8).  

 

4.3.3 Chelation of a single Mg2+ increases the relative stability of the  

folded GAC RNA at different Mg2+ concentrations 

Based on the fact that binding of a Mg2+ ion is involved in the first transition during 

thermal unfolding of the GAC RNA at different Mg2+ concentrations (95,99), we expect 

to see the folded structure (at 9.6 Å) is stabilized relative to the intermediate structure (at 

> 20 Å) in the presence of a chelated Mg2+ which bridges the two 1070-1073 and 1092-

1098 loops. Therefore, we set up umbrella sampling simulations in neutralizing 

potassium with additional concentrations of diffuse MgCl2 (0, 10, 20, and 50 mM) while 

retaining the chelated magnesium at its crystallographic position (US-boundMg 

simulation sets, Figure 4.9, left). The initial equilibrium steps of each umbrella were 

performed with restraints on the bound magnesium so that it is not pulled into the closely 

located monovalent ion pocket (96). To analyze the effect of the bound Mg2+, that ion 

was randomized to a position at minimum 6 Å away from any RNA atom prior to the last 

equilibration step in each umbrella, and the last equilibration step as well as the 

production step were repeated in the absence of the bound Mg2+ for a third set of 

independent simulations (US-unboundMg simulation sets, Figure 4.9, right). Figure 4.9 

represents the PMF plots for the change along the reaction coordinate in presence (left) 

and absence (right) of the chelated Mg2+.   

  

4.3.4 Description of the first unfolding transition 

The simulations in this work provide insight into the possible conformational changes 

that are observed as the folded GAC RNA partially unfolds to an intermediate state. The 
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unfolding transition, which is described first by the unrestrained and restrained MD 

simulation and then further by the PMFs, initially involves disengagement of the 1070-

1073 and 1092-1098 loops. According to the GAC crystal structures, these loops are 

tightly linked together by a chelated Mg2+ ion which bridges the O4 atom of the U1094 

and OP2 atom of the A1073. This is in agreement with the PMF plots in Figure 4.9, 

where the energy barrier for unfolding is significantly higher in presence of chelated 

Mg2+. However, there are other stabilizing interactions between RNA atoms that are 

unraveled during unfolding as well. 

A major structural change that significantly contributes to RNA unfolding is the loss 

of contact between A1088 and U1060 (Figure 4.10B and Figure 4.11). In the crystal 

structure, A1088 from one strand intercalates into the adjacent helix and forms a 

Hoogsteen base pair with U1060 while stacking on top of C1079 (97). According to the 

thermal unfolding and L11 binding experiments performed on the GAC RNA mutants, a 

GAC RNA carrying A1088U mutation is described as lethal and is both unable to fold to 

the tertiary structure and to bind to the L11 protein (125) The described contacts of 

A1088 are broken immediately in the ion free simulations (IF-R) and therefore, they are 

missing in all umbrella initial structures which are extracted from those trajectories 

(Figure 4.11). This suggests that the base pairing of A1088 and U1060 and stacking 

between A1088 and C1079 are among the first key interactions that break during the 

unfolding pathway. This highlights the importance of these interactions and is consistent 

with the A1088U mutation experiments.   

Another change in the RNA upon partial unfolding is the loss of a stacking 

interaction between G1071 and A1089 (Figure 4.10C and Figure 4.11). The 

backbone of G1071 contributes to the formation of the buried monovalent ion 
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pocket. Because of the proximity of A1089 and A1088 in sequence, loss of base 

stacking between A1089 and A1089 might potentially allow a concerted 

conformational change in the neighboring A1088 as described above. This 

stacking interaction is also lost in the IF-R simulations in absence of ions and 

early in the unfolding pathway (Figure 4.11). This is in agreement with a recent 2-

aminopurine fluorescence experiment which reports that stacking of 2-

aminopurine derivative of A1089 in GAC structure is dependent on the presence 

of Mg2+ (126).   

Structural changes after 12.5 Å on the unfolding pathway include breaking of many 

interactions between these two parts of the RNA finishing with total disruption of the U-

turn 1082-1086. 

 

4.4 Conclusions 

GAC RNA is an extensively studied RNA model system in terms of how the stability 

of its tertiary structure is affected by different ion interactions. However, there is little 

structural information about how these ions play their roles in the pathway during which 

this RNA unfolds. Here, we employed umbrella sampling molecular dynamics 

simulations to qualitatively describe an important step in the unfolding pathway of the 

GAC RNA, with an emphasis on the role of a bound magnesium ion. The results of 

unrestrained simulations in the absence of ions show that unfolding step is characterized 

by a loss of loop-loop interactions in the GAC RNA; and a chelated Mg2+ ion that bridges 

between the 1070-1073 and 1092-1098 loops can relatively stabilize the folded state. This 

is consistent with the first step of the multistep pathway for unfolding of GAC RNA 

which has been experimentally shown to be ion-sensitive and involve binding of a 
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divalent cation (95,99). We expect that dissociation of these loops is the first event in the 

GAC RNA unfolding pathway. Also we showed that separation of these loops in the 

unfolding pathway is accompanied by breaking of the A1088-U1060 Hoogsteen base 

paring and A1088-C1079 stacking interactions and also the simultaneous loss of stacking 

between A1089 and G1071.  

Increasing the stability of the folded tertiary structure relative to the intermediate 

structure could occur through either stabilizing the tertiary structure or destabilizing the 

intermediate structures in higher magnesium concentrations. We have shown stabilization 

of the GAC RNA is only possible in presence of cations that bridge between these two 

loops. A single Mg2+ ion with direct interactions with the OP2 atom of A1073 and O4 

atom of U1094 can keep the loops in close proximity, stabilizing the folded state relative 

to the unfolded state. This magnesium ion is present in all available GAC crystal 

structures and its presence has been reconfirmed by hydroxyl radical foot printing 

experiments (92,96,99). Regarding the observation that the GAC RNA folds in presence 

of other divalent ions as well, using modified GAC RNA that selectively binds to some 

divalent ions can validate the proposed role for the chelated magnesium in the folding 

pathway in future experiments. 
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Table 4.1. Description of the umbrella sampling simulations performed in this project. 

Simulation Description Ion content Related 
figure 

US-IF The ions and water residues in 
the low and medium range 
distance initial structures were 
deleted and the RNA structures 
were resolvated as in IF-R 
simulation set with tLEaP. 

No ion Figure 4.6B 

US-neutK The ions and waters in all initial 
structures were deleted and the 
RNA structures were resolvated 
in water and neutralizing K+ 
was added in random positions. 

Neutralizing 
K+ (56 ions) 

Figure 4.7 

US-boundMg The ions except the bound Mg2+ 
and water in all initial structures 
were deleted and the RNA 
structures were resolvated in 
water and neutralizing K+ plus 
0, 10, 20, and 50 mM excess 
MgCl2 was added in random 
positions to prepare initial 
structures for systems with 
different MgCl2 content and the 
bound Mg2+. 

Bound Mg2+ , 
Neutralizing 
K+ (54 ions) 
plus 0, 20, 35 
and 50 mM (0, 
8, 14 and 18 
Mg2+ ions 
respectively), 
excess MgCl2. 

Figure 4.9 

US-unboundMg The bound Mg2+ was relocated 
to a random position with 
minimum of 6 Å distance from 
the RNA in the last frame of the 
partially equilibrated umbrella 
simulations in US-boundMg 
and the last equilibration step as 
well as the production 
simulations were repeated.  

Neutralizing 
K+ (54 ions) 
plus 0, 20, 35 
and 50 mM (1, 
9, 15 and 19 
Mg2+ ions 
respectively), 
excess MgCl2. 

Figure 4.9 
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Figure 4.1. A) Tertiary structure of the GAC RNA according to the 1HC8 crystal 
structure (96). A magnesium ion (green sphere) bridges between the two 1070-1073 and 
1093-1098 loops (red and blue ribbons, respectively) with direct interactions to O4 atom 
of U1094 and OP2 atom of A1073 (red spheres). The nearby bound potassium ion is 
shown as purple sphere. B) The GAC structure from the last frame of the 40.0 Å distance 
umbrella of the simulation in D in which the loops are completely disengaged.  
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Figure 4.2. The reaction coordinate distance (double-headed arrow) used in umbrella 
sampling simulations which is the distance from the center of mass of phosphorus atoms 
of A1070 and A1073 to the center of mass of phosphorus atoms of U1094 and U1097, 
shown on the initial structure of the 40.0 Å umbrella window. The hydrogen and base 
atoms are not shown for clarity and the phosphorus atoms of the indicated four residues 
are shown with orange spheres. 
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Figure 4.3. Top: Sampled vs. expected values for umbrellas close to the minimum PMF 
resulted from one copy of the US-boundMg simulations with no excess MgCl2 in 
presence of the bound Mg2+, sampled with different force constants. Bottom: Histograms 
of the sampled values close to the minimum PMF for the system sampled with 100 
kcal/mol.Å2 force constant. 
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Figure 4.4. Evolution of the PMF plots in one copy of US-boundMg simulations with no 
excess MgCl2 in presence of the bound Mg2+, with adding 100 ps chunks of data.  
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Figure 4.5. Root mean square deviation along umbrella trajectories with reference to the 
umbrella initial structure, in one copy of US-boundMg simulations with no excess 
MgCl2. 
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Figure 4.6. A) The distance from the center of mass of phosphorus atoms of A1070 and 
A1073 to the center of mass of phosphorus atoms of U1094 and U1097, in GAC RNA 
simulations in absence of any ions, which is used as the reaction coordinate in all 
umbrella sampling simulations here. Each black line represents an independent copy of 
unrestrained simulation, while each red line represents an independent copy of 
simulations with positional restraints on 1092-1098 residues. B) The PMF profile along 
the reaction coordinate described in (A) for partial unfolding of GAC RNA in absence of 
any ions. 
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Figure 4.7. Free energy profiles along the loop-loop distance reaction coordinate as 
described in the text with free neutralizing potassium ions and ion exclusion zones 
around the magnesium binding site with ion exclusion radii of 5 and 15 Å. The zero point 
is arbitrarily adjusted to the PMF values at 40.0 Å. The plots represent the average PMF 
values between two independent runs and the error bars are calculated as the standard 
deviation between them. 
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Figure 4.8. Part of the GAC RNA average structure over cumulative 2 ns production data 
of umbrellas 9.0-9.9 Å (close to the crystal structure with reaction coordinate value of 9.6 
Å) in two independent sets of simulations with neutralizing potassium. The purple 
diamonds represent positions occupied by potassium 2000 times the evenly-distributed 
potassium would occupy. Potassium ions accumulate in the potassium and magnesium 
binding sites when the ions are free in simulations (black plot in Figure 4.7) 
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Figure 4.9. Free energy profiles along the loop-loop distance reaction coordinate with 
neutralizing potassium and increasing amount of excess magnesium chloride. Left) One 
Mg2+ ion is chelated in the crystallographic position as depicted in Figure 4.1A close to 
the global minimum and bound to only the O4 of U1094 in longer distances. Right) The 
bound Mg2+ is relocated to random positions with minimum of 6 Å distances from the 
RNA in partially equilibrated structures of corresponding simulations in (Left) and final 
equilibration step and production simulations are repeated. All the PMFs are zeroed at the 
closest local minimum to the crystallographic reaction coordinate distance (9.6 Å). The 
error bars are calculated as the standard deviation between two independent runs. 
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Figure 4.10. A) The global structure of GAC RNA according to the 1HC8 crystal 
structure (96).with important residues which undergo major structural changes 
during unfolding transition highlighted. B) Hoogsteen base pair between A1088 
and U1060 (hydrogen bonds represented as solid black lines) and stacking 
interaction between A1088 and C1079 according to the 1HC8 crystal structure 
(96). C) Stacking interaction between G1071 and A1089 according to the 1HC8 
crystal structure (96).  
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Figure 4.11. (Top) Hydrogen bond distances between A1088 and U1060 along the 
reaction coordinate. (Bottom) Distances between the center of masses of base atoms of 
A1088 and C1079; and between the center of masses of base atoms of A1089 and G1071 
along the reaction coordinate which are representative of the stacking interactions 
between these two pairs of bases. The data is gathered are from combined umbrella 
samplings with bound and unbound bridging Mg2+.with error bars representing the 
standard deviations between different runs. 



 

 

CHAPTER 5 

 

THE EFFECT OF CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC MAGNESIUM ON BINDING  

OF 2-AMINOBENZIMIDAZOLE INHIBITORS TO THE  

HEPATITIS C VIRUS IRES RNA 

 

This research project was designed by Hamed S. Hayatshahi and Thomas E. 

Cheatham, III in collaboration with Darrell R. Davis. Ligands were prepared for docking 

and one copy of simulations in absence of magnesium were set up by Niel M. Henriksen. 

All other model building, running and analysis were done by H.S. Hayatshahi. The 

chapter was written by H.S. Hayatshahi and revised by T.E. Cheatham. 

 

5.1 Introduction 

Hepatitis C is a widely spread global health problem with an estimated 3% prevalence 

(127,128) that is caused by an RNA virus called HCV (129). The special translation 

mechanism in HCV has provided the opportunity for development of RNA-targeting 

translation inhibitors which can specifically attack the viral protein synthesis machinery 

(130). This translation mechanism includes recognition of an Internal Ribosome Entry 

Site (IRES) on the 5’-UTR (Untranslated Region) of the viral RNA by the ribosome 

instead of recognition of a 5’ RNA CAP (131). It has been shown that some 2-

aminobenzimidazole inhibitors can interact with the subdomain IIa of the IRES region 
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and interfere with its recognition by the ribosome (130). According to the crystal 

structures of this domain in absence (132), and in presence (127) of one of these 

inhibitors, the inhibitor changes the RNA conformation by preventing formation of a kink 

in the RNA structure (Figure 5.1). 

The inhibitor-bound crystal structure (PDB code 3TZR) contains crystallographic 

Mg2+ ions around the ligand binding site. It is also claimed that the ligand binding to the 

pocket is dependent on the presence of these crystallographic ions (127). The binding 

enhancement in presence of divalent cations is unexpected as the 2-aminobenzimidazole 

inhibitors are also +2 and +3 charged ligands (133). Therefore, we aimed to assess this 

hypothesis with docking and molecular dynamics simulations.  

 

5.2 Methods 

5.2.1 Ligand preparation for docking 

A set of analogues that had been previously shown to bind to the HCV-IRES 

subdomain IIa (Figure 5.2) (130) were used for docking.  Force field parameters for the 

ligands were developed in previous work and used in the docking studies presented here 

(133). Basically, the ligand preparation involved quantum mechanical optimization at 

HF/6-31G* level (69,70), development of initial electrostatic charges by RESP fitting 

(19), application of the GAFF force field (134), 50 ns of in-vacuo molecular dynamics 

(MD) with a generalized Born implicit solvent potential (igb=1 with SHAKE on 

hydrogens (62), and a 2 fs time step at 400 K (135) in AMBER (106)) to 

conformationally sample a more relevant ensemble (107) followed by clustering the 

trajectories into 20 clusters with PTRAJ (60) using the average linkage method and 

selecting the representative structures with > 2% occupancies. These structures were then 
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re-optimized at the same quantum-mechanical level and structures within 0.5 kcal/mol 

energy difference from the structure with minimum energy (total of 6 to 14 

conformations per compound) were then reoptimized in a multiconformation and multi-

orientation RESP charge fitting enabled by the RED program (136). QM calculations and 

MD simulations were performed with the Gaussian 9 (71) and Amber 12 (106), 

respectively. 

 

5.2.2 Receptor preparation for docking 

The HCV-IRES subdomain IIa RNA crystal structure (137) with PDB code 3TZR 

was loaded into UCSF Chimera program after deletion of all residues except the 

nucleotides and the Mg2+ ions. The receptor with no hydrogen was used in DOCK 6.5 

(138) to generate the box in which the inhibitors would be docked. The receptor with 

hydrogen atoms was later used for docking. The chosen box was sufficiently large to 

encompass all of the RNA structure. Three RNA receptors were prepared with different 

Mg2+ ion positions or properties, specifically one where the crystallographic Mg2+ ions 

were retained, the second where the ions were moved to random positions far from the 

RNA structure, but still in the docking box, and the third where the ions were retained in 

their crystallographic positions, but their charges were set to zero. 

 

5.2.3 Docking 

DOCK 6.5 (138) was used with its flexible ligand capability for docking the 

representative structures of the prepared inhibitors with force field parameters as 

described above on the prepared RNA models. The grid score was calculated for each 

ligand in the ensemble and the RMSD of the docked poses against the experimental pose 
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was calculated with UCSF Chimera (117).  

 

5.2.4 Molecular dynamics 

The crystal structure of HCV-IRES subdomain IIa (PDB: 3TZR (137)) was used as 

the starting point to prepare the initial structure for MD simulations. The initial structure 

preparation had been done previously to facilitate comparison with an NMR structure 

(133). This included modification of the RNA duplex into a hairpin with removing the 3’ 

dangling base and changing the C:G base pair at the lower stem to G:C and then adding a 

UUCG tetraloop to the opposite stem. The RNA parameters were generated based on 

AMBER’s ff12SB force field which includes ff99 (51) with more recent backbone α/γ 

and χ modifications (52,53) using tLEaP program in Amber 12 (106). The “j5r” inhibitor 

atomic partial charges were generated as previously discussed with the remaining force 

field parameters from GAFF with some missing torsion parameters inferred with the 

Parmcheck program (134,139). The initial structures were energy minimized in implicit 

Hawkins, Cramer, Truhlar Generalized Born solvent model (107) for 2500 cycles. Then 

the models were solvated in TIP3P water (56). The system was neutralized with K+ and 

~200 mM extra KCl was added. Then three sets of simulations were generated with 

different salt properties: 1) Only 200 mM excess KCl, 2) 200 mM excess  KCl plus six 

crystallographic Mg2+ and neutralizing Cl-, 3) 200 mM excess KCl plus six  Mg2+ ions in 

random positions and neutralizing Cl-. Parameters developed by Allnér, Nilsson and 

Villa(22) were used for Mg2+ ions and those developed by Joung and Cheatham were 

used for K+ and Cl- in TIP3P water (25). Four copies of each simulation set were 

generated by randomizing the noncrystallographic ions with the CPPTRAJ program (60) 

such that the ions were not closer to RNA atoms than 6 Å and separated from each other 
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with minimum distance of 4 Å. The systems were equilibrated applying the following 

protocol: 1) They were energy-minimized for 1000 cycles using steepest-descent method 

followed by 1000 cycles using conjugate gradient method with 25 kcal/mol-A2 positional 

restraints on RNA and ligand atoms. 2) Then they were heated from 10 K to 150 K using 

Langevin thermostat (66,67) with 2 ps-1 collision frequency in 100 ps of MD with the 

same positional restraints at constant volume. 3) Then the systems were heated to 298 K 

in 100 ps with 5 kcal/mol-A2 positional restraints on the same atoms in constant pressure 

using Langevin thermostat (66,67) with 2 ps-1 collision frequency. 4) 2 ns of constant 

pressure MD with 0.5 kcal/mol-A2 positional restraints on the same atoms was performed 

as the final equilibration step. The production MD simulations were done at 298 K with 

the weak coupling algorithms for thermostat and barostat (63). More details about the 

equilibration simulation parameters were discussed in Henriksen et al. (133).  However in 

this work, part of the mass was transferred from RNA hydrogen atoms to the attached 

heavy atoms to facilitate 4 fs integration time steps during the production simulations 

(27). The production simulations were run on GPUs of Blue Waters Petascale Resource 

and also the NSF XSEDE Stampede machine at the Texas Advanced Supercomputer 

Center with the CUDA version of Amber 14 (65) PMEMD CUDA version of Amber 14 

for 800 ns during which the coordinates were saved every 10 ps in to the trajectories. 

 

5.2.5 Simulation analysis 

Amber’s CPPTRAJ program (60) was used to generate the RMSD data and ion 

density maps from the MD trajectories. To obtain the ion densities, the trajectory frames 

were imaged, centered and RMS-fit to the residues near the binding site (G52, A53, 

A109, G110, C111 and the ligand according to numbers in PDB code 3TZR). Then the 
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number of ions was counted in grid spaces (150 bins in each direction) with dimensions 

of 0.5 Å x 0.5 Å x 0.5 Å all over the simulation box in each frame and were added along 

the trajectory frames. Grid spaces with contour level of ion densities higher than 100 

times the evenly-distributed ions were visualized using UCSF Chimera (117). The 

contour level was set as follows according to previous work by Cheatham and Kolman 

(140). 

 

                                           𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑜𝑢𝑟 = !""×!!×!!×!!
!!

                                              (5.1) 

 

In this equation, Vg is the grid volume (here 0.125 Å3), Ni is the number of ions (here 

6 Mg2+), Nf is the number of trajectory frames and Vb is the volume of the simulation box 

in Å3.   

 

5.3 Results 

5.3.1 Docking 

To assess the effect of the magnesium positions and magnesium charge on the ligand 

affinities as estimated by docking, the ligand ensembles were docked on to three HCV-

IRES subdomain IIa RNA models: 1) with crystallographic Mg2+, 2) with randomized 

Mg2+ and 3) with crystallographic Mg2+ but with the ions neutralized. In the presence of 

the crystallographic Mg2+ ions, all of the docked ligands produced less favorable docking 

scores compared to the scenario with Mg2+ ions at random positions (Figure 5.3). Also 

with neutralizing Mg2+, docking poses closer to the experimental pose were observed 

(Figure 5.4), with the exception of j1a and j2a that tend to bind to different positions 
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along the RNA helix. More favorable docking scores and the observation of docked 

binding poses closer to the experimental pose in absence of crystallographic Mg2+ 

suggest either that steric hindrance with crystallographic Mg2+ blocks the ligands from 

the binding site or that the electrostatic repulsion between crystallographic Mg2+ and 

ligands prevents them from approaching the receptor.  

To assess whether the binding was inhibited by Mg2+ steric interactions as opposed to 

electrostatics, the ions charges on the crystallographic Mg2+ were neutralized and the 

docking experiments were repeated. With the neutral magnesium ions in crystallographic 

positions, the docking scores were recovered and even improved to some extent from the 

situation in which the ions were in random positions (Figure 5.3). Also the docking poses 

including those for j1a and j2a got closer to the experimental pose (Figure 5.4). This 

suggests that the electrostatic repulsion from the positive charge on Mg2+ ions prevent the 

ligands docking to the experimental binding site.  

Figure 5.5 specifically highlights the docking results for the crystallographic ligand 

(j5r).  In presence of crystallographic Mg2+, none of the docking poses are close to the 

experimental binding site. However, in presence of randomized Mg2+ and neutral 

crystallographic magnesium, most of the top scored poses are in the experimental pocket.  

 

5.3.2 Molecular dynamics 

In order to study the localization of the Mg2+ ions and their effect on presence of the 

bound ligand, four independent sets of MD simulations under three different conditions 

were performed, specifically 1) removing the crystallographic Mg2+ ions from the 

system, 2) retaining the Mg2+ ions in their crystallographic positions and 3) placing them 

initially in random positions away from the crystallographic binding sites. All simulations 
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were initiated from the RNA crystal structure coordinates with neutralizing K+ plus 200 

mM extra KCl. System parametrization and equilibration were done as discussed in the 

methods section. 

The binding pocket (residues G52, A53, A109, G110, C111 and the ligand) root mean 

squared deviation (RMSD) time series with reference to the starting structure all look 

very similar (Figure 5.6) regardless of Mg2+ presence and location. The characteristic 

crystallographic contacts between ligand and RNA remained unchanged in all sets except 

for copy 2 of the set with initial crystallographic Mg2+ in which the hydrogen bond 

between the ligand and O6 of G110 was lost and G110 was slightly shifted out. The 

RMSD spikes to ~2 Å in this simulation copy indicating loss of stacking between the 

ligand and A53. 

To assess the location of magnesium ions during simulations, the RNA structures 

were RMS fit a to a common reference frame and the volume was divided into cubic 

0.125 Å3 volume elements in which magnesium ions were counted in each frame and 

summed over all frames of the aggregate trajectories of each set (Figure 5.7). The results 

imply that all Mg2+ ions moved to other positions in the MD simulations, positions that 

are different from where they were initially located in the crystal structure (Figure 5.7A). 

The Mg2+ ion located at the entry of the binding pocket shifted to positions closer to the 

G107 and C108 nonbridging phosphate oxygen and was also only minimally populated in 

simulations initiated from randomized magnesium (Figure 5.7B). The ions highly 

populated in a region confined with the residues C57, U61 and G107 in both sets of 

simulations in the presence of Mg2+ ions. The changes in magnesium positions can 

potentially be a result of repulsion from the ligand positive charges, attraction from the 

RNA backbone leading to ion binding events that are not converged on the MD time 
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scale applied, and absence of crystal packing interactions in these solution phase 

simulations. The highly populated ion region is also consistent with a second and lower 

affinity binding site for the examined ligands that was occupied in the docking 

experiments (Figure 5.5). Docking in presence of crystallographic Mg2+ ions directed all 

ligands to this second binding pocket (RMSD = ~10 Å in Figure 5.4).  

 

5.4 Conclusions 

The hypothesis that the binding of a set of 2-benzimidazole inhibitors to the 

subdomain IIa of the IRES RNA of hepatitis C virus is dependent on the presence of 

crystallographic Mg2+ ions was assessed and invalidated in this research project using 

docking and molecular dynamics simulations. The docking experiments using receptors 

with crystallographic Mg2+ led to docking of the ligand in a non-crystallographic pocket 

and much less favorable docking score than docking experiments using receptors with far 

random Mg2+. Both the crystallographic ligand positions as well as the docking scores 

were retained in docking experiments in which the crystallographic Mg2+ charge was set 

to zero. This implies that the positive charge of the ions in crystallographic positions 

prevents the ligands from entering the crystallographic pocket. The MD simulations in 

presence and absence of the crystallographic Mg2+ ions resulted in relatively similar 

RNA-ligand conformations. However, the crystallographic RNA-ligand interactions were 

disturbed in one of the simulation copies which were initiated with crystallographic Mg2+ 

ions. Docking of the ligand in a non-crystallographic pocket in presence of Mg2+ ions 

introduced a second inhibitor binding site which was previously unknown. Unlike the 

crystallographic binding site which is shown here to be inhibited by Mg2+, binding to the 

second pocket is predicted to be independent from the presence of Mg2+.   
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Figure 5.1. Structures of HCV IRES subdomain IIa RNA in the absence (left with PDB 
code 2NOK (132)) and presence (right with PDB code 3TZR (137)) of the 
crystallographic inhibitor. RNA residues in the binding pocket are labeled with matching 
color surface. The inhibitor is highlighted green in the right figure. The crystallographic 
magnesium ions are shown as green spheres.  
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Figure 5.2. Structures of the ligands prepared and used for docking on to the HCV-IRES 
RNA.(130)  J1 and J2 have no chiral centers so were called as j1a and j2a in the context. 
Each of J3, J4 and J5 has one chiral center which is represented as black sphere and 
makes j3r/s, j4r/s and j5r/s. J6 has two chiral centers represented as a black sphere and a 
black square which make j6r, j6s, j6q, j6t. J5 is the crystallographic ligand in crystal 
structure 3TZR.  
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Figure 5.3. Average grid scores produced by DOCK 6.5 for different ligands when 
docked on receptors with crystallographic Mg2+ (blue), randomized Mg2+ (red) and 
crystallographic neutral magnesium (yellow). j5r/s is the crystal structure ligand. The 
error bars shown are standard deviations for docking the different ligand conformations. 

 

 

Figure 5.4. Root mean squared deviation of the benzimidazole moiety  of the docked 
ligands to the experimental pose when docked on receptors with crystallographic Mg2+ 
(blue), randomized Mg2+ (red) and crystallographic neutral magnesium (yellow). j5r/s is 
the crystal structure ligand. Error bars display the observed standard deviations observed 
when docking the different ligand conformations.  
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Figure 5.5. The six observed j5r docking poses with highest DOCK scores (green 
ligands) versus the j5r experimental pose (blue ligand) on receptors with A) 
crystallographic Mg2+, B) randomized Mg2+ and C) crystallographic neutral magnesium 
ions. Normal Mg2+ ions are shown as green spheres and neutral magnesium is shown as 
black spheres.  
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Figure 5.6. Mass weighted Root Mean Square Deviation (RMSD) of the binding pocket 
(residues G52, A53, A109, G110, C111 and ligand in the PDB code 3TZR) in 
simulations without Mg2+, with crystallographic Mg2+ and with initially randomized 
Mg2+, with reference to the crystal structure. Solid lines with different colors represent 
running averages with 20 ns windows for different copies of the simulation. 
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Figure 5.7. Average structure of RNA backbone and ligand atoms over ~3.5 µs of 
aggregate MD trajectory data initiated from A) crystallographic Mg2+ and B) randomized 
Mg2+. The positions of crystallographic Mg2+ are shown with green spheres, the ligand is 
shown in blue and the area that was occupied by Mg2+ more than 100 times the evenly-
distributed Mg2+ would occupy is shown with black mesh.  

 

 



 

 

CHAPTER 6 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

In this last chapter, we first summarize results from the research presented in 

Chapters 2-5 and then present possible directions for future research in those projects.  

 

6.1 Significant outcomes 

Conformational distributions of dinucleotide monophosphates were studied in the 

research presented in Chapter 2. It was demonstrated that classic unbiased MD 

simulations of these small RNA molecules do not converge even in ~11 µs. Therefore, 

force field assessments based on such sub-µs simulations can be completely flawed in 

these systems. In contrast, temperature replica-exchange MD (TREMD) with 18 replicas 

as implemented in this research can converge the conformational distributions in less than 

500 ns simulation per replica. It was then shown that different dinucleotides adopt 

consensus A-form, ladder, inverted and sheared conformations in addition to small 

fractions of extended conformations. We characterized each noncanonical conformation 

with specific dihedral configurations and/or non-bonding intra-molecular interactions. 

The 3’ high-anti glycosidic dihedral angle and increased fraction of C2’-endo puckers are 

attributes of ladder and shear conformations. Gauche plus ζ dihedral angle and (HO2’)Xp--

(OP1)-pX interaction are attributes of the inverted conformation and (HO2’)Xp--(O5’)-pX 
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interaction is another characteristic of the ladder conformation. Since the inverted and 

shear conformations result in the highest suite outlier rates, and since the ladder 

conformations with high-anti glycosidic dihedral angles are seen in incorrect 

conformations of bigger RNA molecules, it was concluded that these conformations are 

less likely to be real or correctly populated. However, more rigorous judgement about the 

conformations will be a subject for future experimental research. Finally, the effect of 

different non-bonding interactions and certain dihedral angle configurations on 

dinucleotide conformations were shown. It was shown that the HO2’ and HO5’ 

nonbonding interactions with hydrogen bond acceptors in the backbone and base, 

respectively, have significant influence on the conformational space of the ApA 

dinucleotide.  

The research project presented in Chapter 3 provides an example of how current 

protocols of RNA simulations can be used to analyze uncertainties in experimental 

structural data and how simulation data can be assessed based on the available 

experimental data. A cation within a highly negative and buried pocket in GTPase 

Associating Center (GAC) RNA has been identified as K+ and Mg2+ in two different X-

ray crystallography experiments. Here, the cation was shown to be K+ with using 

unbiased as well as umbrella sampling MD simulations. The trend of the binding energies 

for potassium, sodium and magnesium to the pocket in low magnesium concentration 

supported a hypothesis that described this pocket as the monovalent binding site of the 

GAC RNA which had been identified in early GAC RNA biochemical experiments (93). 

Our simulations also predicted water molecules to be located inside the pocket which 

have not been identified in the crystal structures probably due to refinement issues. The 

occurrence of a bound magnesium ion close to the buried pocket in the crystal structures 
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was analyzed with the simulations and was concluded that binding of such magnesium 

ion is probably the result of high magnesium concentration in crystallization conditions. 

The unfolding pathway of the GAC RNA was studied and described in Chapter 4 

with regards to the role of different types of ion interactions with RNA. The first step in 

unfolding pathway of the GAC RNA has been described in experimental literature as 

very sensitive to the ion concentrations (93,95,141). Here, we examined the sensitivity of 

the folded GAC RNA to the absence of ions around the RNA and observed that in such 

extreme conditions the RNA is partially unfolded to intermediate structures in a way that 

a characterizing loop-loop interaction is lost. To analyze the hypothesis that the loss of 

this loop-loop interaction is the event equivalent to the first transition in the unfolding 

pathway of RNA, we measured the free energy needed to separate these loops at different 

ion conditions via umbrella sampling simulations. We observed that this loop-loop 

interaction is very sensitive to the presence of cations in the interaction site. Also we 

showed that a bound Mg2+ that bridges between the loops according to the crystal 

structures and can stabilize the folded stated relative to the intermediate states in all Mg2+ 

concentrations, an observation in agreement with evidence from melting experiments 

(95). Therefore, it is very likely that the GAC RNA initiates its thermal unfolding with 

disengagement of these loops.  

Chapter 5 is also an example of assessment of the experimental structures with 

computational approaches. In this chapter, the hypothesis stating that the binding of a 2-

benzimidazole inhibitor to the IRES RNA of Hepatitis C virus is dependent to the 

existence of the bound magnesium ions was questioned and invalidated using docking 

and MD simulations. It was demonstrated that not only binding of the experimentally 

assessed inhibitor, but also binding of the other inhibitors in the same family to this RNA 
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is not promoted by the existence of the crystallographic magnesium ions. Instead, the 

positive electrostatic charge of these ions prevents the inhibitors from binding to the 

crystallographic pocket. However, it was shown that there is another binding pocket on 

this RNA to which binding of these inhibitors is independent of existence of the 

magnesium ions.  

 

6.2 Future directions 

Regarding the fast convergence of dinucleotide monophosphates with the 

implemented TREMD method, our simulation protocol for these molecules can be used 

as an approach for future assessment of any new force field modification. Although lack 

of experimental data for dinucleotides might still prevent us from making conclusive 

claims about the conformations generated by each force field modification, the relative 

changes in intramolecular and intermolecular interactions and dihedral torsion 

configurations can be tracked quantitatively upon modifying any force field term. The 

trend observed in dinucleotide conformations upon tweaking any force field term can be 

used to predict the changes in larger RNA systems. In fact, this dinucleotide analysis 

platform will be used as a pretesting protocol for future force field modifications. Also, 

the emergence of new NMR data for dTpT (78) which rules out existence of some 

dihedral torsion configurations is an encouragement for performing similar experiments 

on RNA dinucleotides to provide necessary data for assessment of dinucleotide 

conformations illustrated in our simulations.  

In the dinucleotide research presented in Chapter 2, the non-bonding interactions 

between hydroxyl groups and hydrogen bond acceptors were found to be very 

determining in changing the conformation distributions. Also, it was shown that the 
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simulation results are very sensitive to the small changes in van-der-Waals term of the 

phosphate oxygens. Regarding these observations and the fact that the van-der-Waals 

parameters and partial charges of nucleic acids have been determined in the mid 1990s 

without considering the Particle Mesh Ewald (PME) conditions in the simulations (142), 

it would be wise to reconsider parameterization of these force field terms. One approach 

for tweaking the partial charges would be using dinucleotide suite structures in a multi-

conformation and multi-orientation RESP charge fitting with RED program (136). This 

approach can potentially result in development of more accurate partial charges that shift 

the conformational populations towards experimentally correct conformations. However, 

it should be considered that this approach gives the same weight to different dinucleotide 

conformational suites when calculating the charges, while these conformations are not 

equality populated in RNA sequences. Therefore, it is predictable that using all suites in 

the multi-conformation and multiorientation RESP charge fitting can potentially result in 

partial charges that shift the RNA populations from highly populated conformations (e.g., 

A-form). This potential pitfall should be resolved with using selections of suites in charge 

calculations instead of all.  

In Chapters 2 and 3, the interactions of cations with the GAC RNA and their role in 

the unfolding pathway of this molecule were studied. It is known that the C-terminal 

domain (CTD) of the L11 protein can also stabilize the folded state of the GAC RNA in 

absence of magnesium ions (99). Although the GAC crystal structures illustrate the 

protein conformation as well as its interaction with RNA, the dynamics of this interaction 

and its effects on the RNA folding and function is still unknown. Investigating the 

dynamics of the RNA in presence and absence of the protein will provide some insight 

into the role of the L11 in stability of the RNA and hopefully the role of each partner in 
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the GAC complex. Also, previous NMR experiments have solved the L11 structure in 

solution and have estimated the interactions of the more flexible N-terminal domain 

(NTD) of L11 with the RNA (143). The NTD of the L11 is connected to its CTD with a 

flexible linker and possesses different orientations with respect to the CTD in presence 

and absence of the RNA. Interchange between the linker conformations exhibit motions 

in nanosecond-picosecond time scale which can be studied with MD simulations. Also 

the energetic scheme of the slower global motion of the NTD of L11 can be studied with 

umbrella sampling simulations with the hope of providing insight into the functional role 

of the GAC complex and its GTPase activity.  

On the other hand, the GAC RNA adopts a relatively complex tertiary structure 

stabilized by many short-range and long-range interactions. The dynamics of the loop 

structures is still unknown. It will be interesting to investigate the dynamics of the free 

loops vs. the loops in the global tertiary RNA structure. Difference or similarity of the 

dynamics and conformations of local structures in these two conditions can answer more 

questions about the RNA folding pathway.  

The research presented about the HCV IRES RNA in Chapter 5 led to identification 

of a new ligand binding site. Although the position of this new binding site is roughly 

identified, the details about the interactions between the ligand and the RNA within this 

binding site are still unknown. Future docking and molecular dynamics studies of the 

ligands which specifically bind to this pocket will reveal more details about their binding 

pose and help with designing more potent drug molecules that can target one or both of 

the pockets.  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

APPENDIX 

 

SCRIPTS USED FOR BUILDING THE MODELS AND ANALYZING  

THE SIMULATIONS 
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A.1 Scripts related to Chapter 2 

Sample scripts for setting up the systems 

Sample tLEaP script (Amber14) for setting up TREMD-TIP3P-FF12 simulations: 

 

source leaprc.ff12SB 

loadoff atomic_ions.lib 

loadamberparams frcmod.tip3p 

loadamberparams frcmod.ionsjc_tip3p 

m = sequence (144) 

check m 

solvatebox m TIP3PBOX 7.35 iso 2 

addions m Na+ 0 

addions m Na+ 5 Cl- 5 

saveamberparm m full.topo non-randomized.crds 

check m 

quit 

 

Sample parmed.py script for preparing a parmtop file for TREMD-TIP3P-VDW 

simulations from the TREMD-TIP3P-FF12 parmtop file: 

 

parm ff12.topo.hmr 

changeLJSingleType :2@OP1 1.7493 0.2100 

changeLJSingleType :2@OP2 1.7493 0.2100 

changeLJSingleType :2@O5' 1.7718 0.1700 

changeLJSingleType :1@O3' 1.7718 0.1700 

addLJType @O4' radius 1.6837 epsilon 0.1700 

outparm vdw.topo.hmr 

quit 

 

frcmod file used in tLEap for preparing the TREMD-TIP3P-CG simulations: 

 

MASS 

CA 12.01         0.360 

CB 12.01         0.360 

CK 12.01         0.360 

CM 12.01         0.360 

CQ 12.01         0.360 

CP 12.01         0.360 

CS 12.01         0.360 

N* 14.01         0.530 

NA 14.01         0.530 

N2 14.01         0.530 

NC 14.01         0.530 

NB 14.01         0.530 

O  16.00         0.434 
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DIHE 

OS-CT-N*-CK    1       0.760994   50.0         1.0 

OS-CT-N*-CM    1       0.760994   50.0        -1.0 

OS-CT-N*-CM    1       0.505314   74.0         2.0 

 

NONB 

CA 1.812596614 0.068800 

CB 1.812596614 0.068800 

CK 1.812596614 0.068800 

CM 1.812596614 0.068800 

CQ 1.812596614 0.068800 

CP 1.812596614 0.068800 

CS 1.812596614 0.068800 

N* 1.732800787 0.136002 

NA 1.732800787 0.136002 

N2 1.732800787 0.136002 

NC 1.732800787 0.136002 

NB 1.732800787 0.136002 

      O   1.634259844 0.168000 

 

Sample parmed.py script for off diagonal vdW modifications of TREMD-TIP3P-CG 

simulations: 

 

parm ff99.topo 

printLJTypes @%CA 

printLJTypes @%NA 

printLJTypes @%O 

changeLJPair @%CA @%OW 3.67622 0.102933 

changeLJPair @%NA @%OW 3.592215 0.144722 

changeLJPair @%O @%OW 3.429413 0.160848 

outparm CG.topo 

quit 

 

Sample post-processing analysis scripts with CPPTRAJ 

Sample script for combined clustering: 

parm tip3p/ff12sb/run1/build/full.topo.hmr [tip3p-ff12sb] 

parm tip3p/dacP-ff12sb/run1/build/full.topo.hmr [tip3p-dacP-ff12sb] 

parm tip3p/chen-garcia/run1/build/full.topo.hmr [tip3p-chen-garcia] 

parm tip3p/charmm36/run1/build/full.topo.hmr [tip3p-charmm36] 

parm opc/ff12sb/run1/build/full.topo.hmr [opc-ff12sb] 

parm opc/dacP-ff12sb/run1/build/full.topo.hmr [opc-dacP-ff12sb] 

 

trajin tip3p/ff12sb/run1/traj.1.01 remdtraj remdtrajtemp 298.41 trajnames \ 

tip3p/ff12sb/run1/traj.1.02,tip3p/ff12sb/run1/traj.1.03,tip3p/ff12sb/run1/traj.1.04,t

ip3p/ff12sb/run1/traj.1.05,tip3p/ff12sb/run1/traj.1.06,tip3p/ff12sb/run1/traj.1.07,ti
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p3p/ff12sb/run1/traj.1.08,tip3p/ff12sb/run1/traj.1.09,tip3p/ff12sb/run1/traj.1.10,ti

p3p/ff12sb/run1/traj.1.11,tip3p/ff12sb/run1/traj.1.12,tip3p/ff12sb/run1/traj.1.13,ti

p3p/ff12sb/run1/traj.1.14,tip3p/ff12sb/run1/traj.1.15,tip3p/ff12sb/run1/traj.1.16,ti

p3p/ff12sb/run1/traj.1.17,tip3p/ff12sb/run1/traj.1.18 parm [tip3p-ff12sb] 

 

trajin tip3p/ff12sb/run2/traj.1.01 remdtraj remdtrajtemp 298.41 trajnames \ 

tip3p/ff12sb/run2/traj.1.02,tip3p/ff12sb/run2/traj.1.03,tip3p/ff12sb/run2/traj.1.04,t

ip3p/ff12sb/run2/traj.1.05,tip3p/ff12sb/run2/traj.1.06,tip3p/ff12sb/run2/traj.1.07,ti

p3p/ff12sb/run2/traj.1.08,tip3p/ff12sb/run2/traj.1.09,tip3p/ff12sb/run2/traj.1.10,ti

p3p/ff12sb/run2/traj.1.11,tip3p/ff12sb/run2/traj.1.12,tip3p/ff12sb/run2/traj.1.13,ti

p3p/ff12sb/run2/traj.1.14,tip3p/ff12sb/run2/traj.1.15,tip3p/ff12sb/run2/traj.1.16,ti

p3p/ff12sb/run2/traj.1.17,tip3p/ff12sb/run2/traj.1.18 parm [tip3p-ff12sb] 

 

# Reading trajectories from other scenarios 

autoimage origin 

strip :WAT,Na+,Cl- 

rmsd :1-2&!@H= first mass out test.dat \ 

cluster :1,2&!@H= summary clust-summary.dat repout rep repfmt pdb \ 

clusterout ctraj clusterfmt netcdf \ 

  kmeans clusters 7 sieve 200 random \ 

  savepairdist pairdist CpptrajPairDist summaryhalf split.dat \ 

  splitframe \ 

  50000,100000,150000,200000,250000,300000,350000,400000,450000, \ 

    500000,550000,600000 

 

Sample script for KDE analysis: 

 

parm run1/build/full.topo.hmr [traj] 

trajin run1/traj.1.01 remdtraj remdtrajtemp 298.41 trajnames \ 

run1/traj.1.02,run1/traj.1.03,run1/traj.1.04,run1/traj.1.05,run1/traj.1.06,run1/traj.1.

07,run1/traj.1.08,run1/traj.1.09,run1/traj.1.10,run1/traj.1.11,run1/traj.1.12,run1/tra

j.1.13,run1/traj.1.14,run1/traj.1.15,run1/traj.1.16,run1/traj.1.17,run1/traj.1.18, 

 

trajin run2/traj.1.01 remdtraj remdtrajtemp 298.41 trajnames \ 

run2/traj.1.02,run2/traj.1.03,run2/traj.1.04,run2/traj.1.05,run2/traj.1.06,run2/traj.1.

07,run2/traj.1.08,run2/traj.1.09,run2/traj.1.10,run2/traj.1.11,run2/traj.1.12,run2/tra

j.1.13,run2/traj.1.14,run2/traj.1.15,run2/traj.1.16,run2/traj.1.17,run2/traj.1.18, 

 

autoimage origin 

rmsd :1,2&!@H= first 

average avg.rst restart 

createcrd crd1 

run 

reference avg.rst [avg] 

crdaction crd1 rms ref [avg] :1-2&!@H= 

crdaction crd1 matrix covar :1-2&!@H= name DinucCovar 

runanalysis diagmatrix DinucCovar out evecs.dat vecs 20 
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crdaction crd1 projection T1 modes evecs.dat beg 1 end 10 :1-2&!@H= \  

  crdframes 1,50000 out T1.dat 

 

crdaction crd1 projection T2 modes evecs.dat beg 1 end 10 :1-2&!@H= \  

  crdframes 50001,100000 out T2.dat 

 

kde T1:1 kldiv T2:1 klout KL-PC.agr bins 400 name TREMD-1 

kde T1:2 kldiv T2:2 klout KL-PC.agr bins 400 name TREMD-2 

kde T1:3 kldiv T2:3 klout KL-PC.agr bins 400 name TREMD-3 

kde T1:4 kldiv T2:4 klout KL-PC.agr bins 400 name TREMD-4 

kde T1:5 kldiv T2:5 klout KL-PC.agr bins 400 name TREMD-5 

kde T1:6 kldiv T2:6 klout KL-PC.agr bins 400 name TREMD-6 

kde T1:7 kldiv T2:7 klout KL-PC.agr bins 400 name TREMD-7 

kde T1:8 kldiv T2:8 klout KL-PC.agr bins 400 name TREMD-8 

kde T1:9 kldiv T2:9 klout KL-PC.agr bins 400 name TREMD-9 

kde T1:10 kldiv T2:10 klout KL-PC.agr bins 400 name TREMD-10 

kde T1:1 out kde-PC.agr bins 400 name KDE1-1 

kde T2:1 out kde-PC.agr bins 400 name KDE1-2 

hist T1:1,*,*,*,200 out pca.hist.agr normint name PC1-RUN1 

hist T1:2,*,*,*,200 out pca.hist.agr normint name PC2-RUN1 

hist T1:3,*,*,*,200 out pca.hist.agr normint name PC3-RUN1 

hist T1:4,*,*,*,200 out pca.hist.agr normint name PC4-RUN1 

hist T1:5,*,*,*,200 out pca.hist.agr normint name PC5-RUN1 

hist T2:1,*,*,*,200 out pca.hist.agr normint name PC1-RUN2 

hist T2:2,*,*,*,200 out pca.hist.agr normint name PC2-RUN2 

hist T2:3,*,*,*,200 out pca.hist.agr normint name PC3-RUN2 

hist T2:4,*,*,*,200 out pca.hist.agr normint name PC4-RUN2 

hist T2:5,*,*,*,200 out pca.hist.agr normint name PC5-RUN2 

run 

modes eigenval name evecs.dat out modes-fraction.dat 

  
 

A.2 Scripts related to Chapter 3 

Sample scripts for setting up the systems 

Sample tLEap script (Amber 12) for setting up COMPETITION simulations: 

source leaprc.ff12SB 

loadoff ions08.lib 

loadamberparams frcmod.ionsjc_tip3p 

loadamberparams MG_villa.frcmod 

Mg = loadmol2 MG.mol2 

m = loadpdb min-gb.pdb 

check m 

solvateoct m TIP3PBOX 12 iso 

addions m Mg+ 28 
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addions m K+ 28 Cl- 28 

saveamberparm m full.topo non-randomized.crds 

quit 

 

Sample molecular dynamics input file for COMPETITION simulations: 

Production run: 40 ns 

 &cntrl 

    irest = 1, ntx = 5, temp0 = 298.15, 

    ntpr=5000, ntwr=5000, ntwx=5000, ntxo=2, ioutfm=1, 

    ntf=2, ntc=2, nstlim=20000000, dt=0.002, iwrap=1, 

    ntp=1, ntt=1, tautp=10.0, taup=10.0, cut=8.0, 

 / 

 

Sample molecular dynamics input file for ion pull-out simulations: 

&cntrl 

   imin = 0, nstlim = 100000, dt=0.002, 

   irest = 1, ntx = 5, ig = -1, 

   ntwx = 5000, ioutfm = 1, ntpr = 5000, ntwr = 50000, ntxo = 2, 

   iwrap = 1, nscm = 1000, 

   ntc = 2, ntf = 2, ntb = 2, cut = 8.0, 

   ntt = 3, gamma_ln = 5, temp0 = 298.15, teMPI = 298.15, 

   ntp = 1, taup = 5.0, 

   nmropt = 1, 

 &end 

 &wt 

  TYPE="DUMPFREQ", istep1=10, 

 &end 

 &wt 

   TYPE="END", 

 &end 

DISANG=pull.disang 

DUMPAVE=dist.dat 

 

Sample restraint file for pull-out production simulations (pull.disang mentioned in the 

input file): 

 

&rst iat=1834,-1,0, 

   r1=0.0, r2=12.400, r3=12.400, r4=999.0, rk2=100.0, rk3=100.0, 

  

IGR2(1)=581,IGR2(2)=582,IGR2(3)=583,IGR2(4)=648,IGR2(5)=649,IGR2(6)=6

50,IGR2(7)=679,IGR2(8)=680,IGR2(9)=681, nstep1=0, nstep2=0, 

 &end 

 

Sample restraint file for directing ion to make the umbrella initial structures from 6.9 to 

10.0 Å in umbrella sampling:  
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&rst iat=1834,-1,0, 

   r1=0.0, r2=6.9, r3=6.9, r4=999.0, rk2=100.0, rk3=100.0, 

   r1a=0.0, r2a=20.0, r3a=20.0, r4a=999, rk2a=100.0, rk3a=100.0, 

   

IGR2(1)=581,IGR2(2)=582,IGR2(3)=583,IGR2(4)=648,IGR2(5)=649,IGR2(6)=6

50,IGR2(7)=679,IGR2(8)=680,IGR2(9)=681, nstep1=0, nstep2=130000, ifvari=1, 

 &end 

 &rst 

  iresid=0, iat=581,648,1834, r1=0.000, r2=65.0, r3=65.0, r4=360.0, rk2=200, 

rk3=200, 

 &end 

 &rst 

  iresid=0, iat=679,581,648,1834, r1=0.000, r2=340.0, r3=340.0, r4=360.0, 

rk2=200, rk3=200, 

 &end 

 

Sample postprocessing scripts with CPPTRAJ 

 

Sample ion randomizing script for COMPETITION simulations (different random seeds 

for ‘randomizeions’ were used for different simulations): 
 

parm full.topo 

trajin non-randomized.crds 

trajout rand.crds restart 

randomizeions :K+,Mg+,Cl- around :1-57 by 6.0 \ 

    overlap 4.0 noimage seed 5 

 

Sample script for checking the closest K
+
 to the K/Mg58 pocket in the initial structures: 

 

parm full.topo 

trajin rand.crds 

solvent :K+ 

closest 1 :21@P,OP1,OP2 first \ 

    closestout closest-K-in-rands.dat 

run 

 

Sample closest potassium identification script: 

 

parm ../full.topo 

trajin ../m1/md/traj.1 

# Reading trajectories from all 20 copies (m1..m20) 

autoimage origin 

rmsd rmsdRNA :1-57 first mass 

solvent :K+ 

closest 1 :19@P,OP1,OP2,:21@P,OP1,OP2,:22@P,OP1,OP2 \ 

    center first closestout closest-K-RC.dat \ 
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    outprefix closest-K-RC 

run 

writedata dist_closest-K-RC.dat CLOSEST_00003[Dist] 

 

Sample ion hydration shell counting script: 

 

parm ../full.topo 

trajin ../m1/md/traj.1 

# Reading trajectories from all 20 copies (m1..m20) 

   watershell :58@K+ watershell-K.dat lower 3.2 upper 4.5 
   run 

hist WS_00000[lower],0,8,1 out shell_1st-K.dat norm 

 

hbond analysis for occupation of Mg163 site: 

 

parm ../../full.topo 

trajin ../md/traj.1 

autoimage origin 

hbond out mg-163.out nointramol solvout mg-163.dat \ 

    solventdonor :Mg+ acceptormask :19@OP2,:21@OP1 \ 

    series mg-163 printatomnum dist 3.0 

 

 

A.3 Scripts related to Chapter 4 

Sample script for running the simulations 

Sample restraint file for umbrella sampling simulations: 

&rst iat=-1,-1, nstep1=0, nstep2=0, 

   r1=0.0, r2=08.000, r3=08.000, r4=999.0, rk2=100.0, rk3=100.0, 

   IGR1=581,679, 

   IGR2=1356,1452, 

 &end 

 

Sample CPPTRAJ scripts 

Sample script for displacing the bound magnesium 

parm build/full.topo 

trajin c0-b/md/w-08.000/step7.rst 

randomizeions :58 around :1-57 by 6.0 overlap 4.0 noimage 

trajout step7.rst restart 
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The script used for grid analysis related to Figure 4.7: 

parm neut-KCl-run1/exclusion-c0-0A/build/full.topo 

 

trajin neut-KCl-run1/exclusion-c0-0A/md/w-09.000/prod_2.traj 

trajin neut-KCl-run1/exclusion-c0-0A/md/w-09.000/prod_3.traj 

trajin neut-KCl-run2/exclusion-c0-0A/md/w-09.000/prod_2.traj 

trajin neut-KCl-run2/exclusion-c0-0A/md/w-09.000/prod_3.traj 

 # Reading trajectories from umbrellas 09.100 to 09.900 

autoimage origin 

rmsd :1-57&!@H= first mass 

average avg.pdb pdb :1-57 

run 

parm avg.pdb [nowat] 

reference avg.pdb parm [nowat] [avg] 

rmsd ref [avg] mass :1-57&!@H= 

grid k.xplor 150 0.5 150 0.5 150 0.5 :K+  

 

 

A.4 Scripts related to Chapter 5 

Sample dock input script 

ligand_atom_file                                                 all-confs.mol2 

limit_max_ligands                                              no 

skip_molecule                                                     no 

read_mol_solvation                                            no 

calculate_rmsd                                                   no 

use_database_filter                                            no 

orient_ligand                                                      yes 

automated_matching                                         yes 

receptor_site_file                                               ../../rec/selected_spheres.sph 

max_orientations                                               10000 

critical_points                                                    no 

chemical_matching                                            no 

use_ligand_spheres                                            no 

use_internal_energy                                           yes 

internal_energy_rep_exp                                   12 

flexible_ligand                                                   yes 

user_specified_anchor                                       no 

limit_max_anchors                                            no 

min_anchor_size                                                5 

pruning_use_clustering                                      yes 

pruning_max_orients                                         500 

pruning_clustering_cutoff                                 100 

pruning_conformer_score_cutoff                     25 

use_clash_overlap                                             no 
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write_growth_tree                                              no 

bump_filter                                                         yes 

bump_grid_prefix                                              ../../rec/grid 

max_bumps_anchor                                            5 

max_bumps_growth                                           5 

score_molecules                                                 yes 

contact_score_primary                                       no 

contact_score_secondary                                   no 

grid_score_primary                                            yes 

grid_score_secondary                                        no 

grid_score_rep_rad_scale                                  1 

grid_score_vdw_scale                                       1 

grid_score_es_scale                                          1 

grid_score_grid_prefix                                     ../../rec/grid 

dock3.5_score_secondary                                no 

continuous_score_secondary                           no 

descriptor_score_secondary                            no 

gbsa_zou_score_secondary                             no 

gbsa_hawkins_score_secondary                     no 

amber_score_secondary                                 no 

minimize_ligand                                            yes 

minimize_anchor                                           yes 

minimize_flexible_growth                            yes 

use_advanced_simplex_parameters              no 

simplex_max_cycles                                     500 

simplex_score_converge                               0.1 

simplex_cycle_converge                               1.0 

simplex_trans_step                                        1.0 

simplex_rot_step                                            0.1 

simplex_tors_step                                          5.0 

simplex_anchor_max_iterations                    1000 

simplex_grow_max_iterations                      1000 

simplex_grow_tors_premin_iterations         100 

simplex_random_seed                                  378 

simplex_restraint_min                                   no 

atom_model                                                   all 

vdw_defn_file                                               vdw_AMBER_parm99.defn 

flex_defn_file                                                flex.defn 

flex_drive_file                                               flex_drive.tbl 

ligand_outfile_prefix                                     pose 

write_orientations                                          no 

num_scored_conformers                              1000 

write_conformations                                     yes 

cluster_conformations                                  no 

rank_ligands                                                 yes 

max_ranked_ligands                                    500 
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